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"I am honored to be here, be-
cause the Honorable Elijah Mu-
hammad is a guide .for the Black 
man. And therefore, what wi11 .· 
come from my lips this evening, 
from the Honorable Elijah Mu-
hammad will shed light on the . 
darkened corners of your mind. 
And will light up a path for you 
to tread on. I don't care what 
question you have in your brain 
right now, before we leave this 
evening, some light will be shed 
on that dark corner." 
Brother l ouis Farakan, Min-
ister of .Muh.ammad's l'vlosque No. 
7 in New York City, mor e than 
furlilled the promise. Although 
l he is "merely" an emissary of 
The Prophet, The Honor able Eli-
jah Muhammad, and he constantly 
reminds one of this, he spoke 
with the wisdom of a prophet . 
A plaque should be placed on 
a wall ofCramton Auditorium de-
claring, "On October 8, 1970, 
Brc.ther Louts Fnr::ikan did blo1• . 
·,.1th t;,~ v.1.>Jom of ~ sai:;e. 
Even then, this would not do 
' 
Drug fighter 
he won't run 
• 
By Larry Coleman 
Justice to the potency and valid-
ity of the man's message. 
Instead of the meager 700- 800 
people that showed up, the walls 
of Cramton should have been 
groaning from a crowd of 2,000. 
It is sad to reflect that the 1 ~00 
people, who just two weeks eai-1-
ier had sat from 12:00 a.m. to 
5:00 a.m. s imply to hear some 
jazz, could not find time to hear 
Brother Farakan "breathe truth 
into our nostrils. " Our values 
are obviously somewhat per-
verted. 
"If you don't like l\1uhammad, 
I am concer9ed about that because 
.\1uhammad ldoesn't like you, he 
loves you~And because he loves 
you, I lo you." He continued, 
"And I c ot leave you alone 
in your ignorance about this man, 
·r must~stand before you, and teach 
you of him. and allow you toques-
tion me in any way you desire 
about him, and I will stay Wl-
till I am satisfied that you 
. mder5tru1u. • 
Having indelibly established 
his mission and goal, Br other 
announces 
for D.C. seat 
By Reginald Hidlebrand 
Colonel, Jeru Hassan di rector The colonel said that he felt 
of the Blackman's Development that some candidates entered the 
Center, is the firs t and only r ace just to split up the ~ote, 
Black leader to publicly announce and then later give their SUP-
that he will not run for the post of port to some candidate that Has-
non-voting D. C. delegate to Con- san decribed as not being "suit-
gress. ably equipped" for the job. When 
Hassan alsq revealed plans to asked to identify the persons in-
mobllize a voter registration and volved in the scheme he replied 
information drive, and an effort "l don't want to start now until 
to get the vote for persons con- we have sufficient evidence to 
victed of felony, during a give to the people of Washington 
press · conference held Tuesday D. c .. " . 
in the ballroom of the National (Continued on Page 2> 
Press Club. ____ ....:•.._ _______ _ 
The colonel' indicated that al-
though his candidacy would have 
had wide support, he chose not 
to run because " ... we have so 
many candidates in the field.'' 
The six candidates who have 
declared so far are; Dr. David 
H. Dabney, Rev. Walter Fawi-
troy, Rev. Doug Moore, Dr. 
Thomas Moore, Joseph G. W. 
Parry-Hill, and the Rev. Chan-
ning Phillips. 
Hussan made it clear that he 
was "not endorsing any candidate 
at this time. " 
• 
Angela 
Captur~d 
l 
' 
·1 
Angela Davis, the 26-y~ar-old 
Black Panther and Communist 
Party member, was captured 
Tuesday in Greenwich Village in 
New York City. 
The Black woman activist had 
been placed on the FBI 's Ten 
Most Wanted List , after being 
accused of purchasing the guns 
which were used in the escape 
of four Black men in Marin 
County , California and the 
subsequent kill~ng of four whites 
in a courtroom in early August. 
The former UCLA philosophy 
instructor, and Ph.D. candidate 
has been the victim of 
harrassment by the government 
s ince sh e admitted whil•! 
' 
teaching at UCLA that she was a 
Con1munist• Although she was 
respected by her faculty peers, 
.. 
Howard University, Washington, 0. C. 
Farakan moved into the meat 
of his message, but before so 
doing, he issued the audienc!'l a 
warning. !'With all that you " 
learn in these halls of so-called 
learning, you came in here a 
fool and 1f you' re not care-
ful you might leave here a fool." 
According to Brother Farakan, 
we are blind, deaf and dumb. We 
are compared to dry bones in the 
valley. We .are separate and 
dry and lost. 'We are compared 
to the Widow's son, because "We 
never knew ow· own fathers, for 
had we known our fathers, we 
would have had our fathers• 
names. 
But today you're Tom Jones, 
Henry Johnson, Mary Thomas ... .. 
Having established the fact that 
we' re a piti!ul people, Brother 
Farakan issued what will soon 
be regarded as a refrain, that 
is "we need a messenger." That 
messenger, ot course, is the Hon-
or:ihle Elijah Muhammad. 
r '.;'•r:o~' i1' Brc~hcr Far~­
kan 's message was his call for . 
(( ontmucd on Page 3) 
• 
"No one is sincere atiout any-
thing. I was insincere i about a 
lot of things, but I am.l sincere 
about this project (D. C. Project). 
Don't stop the project and let 
the tunds be allocated to other 
things." stated Michael Harris, 
HUSA President, moments be-
fore the senate's vote (13-11) 
to remobilize the »USA budget. 
The mobilization of funds re-
sulted from a five point pro-
posal by Harris, that: (a) the 
budget be unfrozen (b) the two 
week pay loss in the D.C. Pro-
ject be given to student COWl-
clls, (c) the D. C. Project be 
funded as structured, (d) the 
project be evaluated by a com-
mittee of students, faculty, and 
administrators on a three month 
basis, and (e) the councils sub-
mit requests to the Budget Com-
mittee. 
HUSA officials and senators 
waged a two and a half hour verbal 
battle among themselves and 
other students. One student called 
for unity within the student gov-
ernment. He felt that "things 
that are going on now are op-
posed to the 'Unify Us Don't 
Sister Davis was fired by the · 
State Board of Regents. 
lnteresting.ly, soon after that 
. ' 
occurrence, when 1t appeared 
that the outspok!tlack 
woman had attracted n erous 
supporters, she was ace d of ' 
the crime in connection f.rith the 
courthouse shootings. 
Now Angela Davis 1s 
incarcerated. Another " Most 
\-Vanted" Black activist is still 
mi~ing. Where is H. Rap Brown? 
• 
October 16, 1970 
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Farakan in Cra1nton 
Divide Us' theme of HUSA. " 
Opposition to Harris' proposal 
was led by Clay White, senator 
from the Graduate School, who 
originally called for the budget 
freeze in last Monday• s meet-
ing. \Vhite stated, "Students have 
a right to see where their money 
1s going because each student 
is an investor in the project." 
White felt justified in his actions 
becfluse he says he "has eviden-
ce to support claims of mis-
appropriation of funds. '' ~ 
Paul Claggett, internal auditor 
for the university, was conducting 
an audit of the HUSA budget 
expenditures ~or the period June 
1 through October 5, 1970 at the 
request of the HUSA Senate. One 
senator stated that the audit was 
called for in order 11to see 1f 
misappropriations had been 
made, to see how much money 
is in the budget and how It has 
been spent, and to re-evaluate 
the project and the funds al-
located to it." 
Harris contended that the bud-
get freeze and the auditing pro-
cedures were an attempt to dis-
credit his administration. "When , 
Terrell Photo 
you want to stop something, you 
paint an evil picture of It," 
Harris stated. Harris felt that the 
budget freeze was halting the 
implementation of the D. c. Pro-
ject while White maintaihed that 
the project could begin without 
the funds because "people are the 
funds because "people are the 
main tools of any operation." 
The general attitude of the 
students present was expressed 
by Jean PurI}ell the head of one 
of the D. C. Project's tutorial 
programs. She stated that 
II Ev~cybody is hung up on money. 
peopl~ you would do it for noth-
ing.
" .• -- ,..,. .a.v4 &&V\.Ju.J_J5• 
Following the passage of Har-
ris' proposal, HUSA officials ad-
dressed themselves to the other 
matters on the agenda. It was 
decided that a Pre-Hom~oming 
Gospel Concert would be held 
on October 19. Tpe concert will 
feature the H. U. Gospel Choir 
and gospel groups from the area, 
Th~ senate agreed to consider 
sponsoring buses to Alabama 
·after they have looked into the. 
Wliverslty's legal position con-
cerning such action. 
Clay White opposes budget unfreezing. Anglade Photo: 
• 
•• , 
I 
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Somethin ' 
AMKA presents Somethin'--a 
visual- audio experience in 
slides, movies and music. About 
you. Tonight at 8:30 in Cramton 
Auditorium. $1.50 Admission. Be 
there! 
P oe t r y r ea d ing 
The Student-Faculty Lecture 
Series Committee 1n the Depart-
ment of English invites you to 
attend a poetry reading featur-
ing Professor Sterling A. Brown 
on Monday, Oct. 26, at 4 pm 
in the Fine Arts Aud., (Room 
3001). 
Professor Brown, peet and 
critic, has had a long 'distin-
guished career as a teacher and 
?Jl author. Among his many 
publications are Southern Road 
' a book of poetry, Negro Poetry 
and Drama and The Negro in 
American Fiction, reissued in 
1968. 
Sr. Class meets 
There will be a meeting of the 
Senior Class of Liberal Arts 
on Tuesday, October 20, 1970 
in Room 105 New Building at 
1:10 p. m. 
Homecoming 
concert 
Homecoming Steering Com-
mittee presents Ike and Tina 
Turner Revue in Concert, Wed-
nesday, October 21, 1970 in the 
Men's Gymnasium. 
Two shows: 7 p.m. and 10:30 
p.m.ttoommmmmmootttt 
All tickets $3,00 
Tickets go on sale soon •.. 
• 
Yearbook pies 
Seniors, 
Your last chance to sign up 
for a yearbook picture is Mon-
day, October 19, 1970from11:30 
to 7:00 p,m. in room 110 of 
the Student Center. Don't be left 
out. 
(Continued from Page I) 
Hassan conceded that his 
running for the post is not en-
tirely out of the question. He 
commented "It might be that if 
the people decided that a man 
like myself should be the Con-
gressman, and that they want to 
vote for Hassan ... I wluld have 
no alternative but to un - but 
that is not what I'm eeking." 
The colonel announced the start 
of a massive voter registration 
and information campaign to fight 
voter apathy and ignorance. He 
said that his Black man's libera-
ation army, as well · as other 
community organizations will 
provide the manpower for the ef-
fort to register white and Black 
voters. . 
He exp 1 a in e d, "Black and 
white, young told begin working 
tod~y distributing literature, on 
the telephone, and knocking on 
the doors of the people, trying 
to talk to them about the impor-
tance of registering to vote." 
Hassan appealed to those who 
would have supported him as a 
candidate to " join with us to get' 
an as large as possible registra-
tion of people in the District." 
According to the colonel, 
registration workers will dis-
tribute printed material on each 
of the candidates p0stitions on 
' 
A call to 
Muslims 
BISMILLAHI - R- R AH MAN I-
R- RAHIM. All Muslims (students 
·and faculty) are invited to attend 
a meeting at Masjid ul-Ummah 
(Community Mosque), 101 "S" 
St. N. W. in the near future to 
discuss the form u 1 at ion of a 
Muslim Students Association 
chapter on the Howard Univers-
ity carppus. The telephone num-
ber at the mosque is 462-9731, 
or see Br. Raqib Esa in room 
300 of the Founders Library 
(Howard University). Please 
leave your name, telephone num-
ber, and address. You wlll be 
contacted in the near future as 
to the date of the meeting. All 
Muslims of the U.S. A. and foreign 
countries should make ap effort 
to establish a strong Muslim 
association on .Howard's campus. 
Also, interested students who are 
not Muslims may leave their 
names, addresses, and phone 
numbers at the above mentioned 
places. The mosque is opeQ._ dally 
for prayers, insha-Allah. 
D. C. Proiect 
The D. c. Project job and volun-
teer placement interviews will 
begin today in the Student Center 
ball room for applicants whose 
last names are A-D. Applicants 
from E-L will be interviewed 
tomorrow from 1-3 p.m. and 
4-6 p.m. Those with last names 
M- Z witl be interviewed Sunday 
at the same time. 
Military info 
Effective now, the service of 
providing information relative to 
military matters, which formerly 
was fragmented between several 
University offices, will be cen-
tralized in the Office of the As-
sistant Dean of Students. 
For information please contact 
.Dr. Austin D. Lane, Assistant 
felony himself, commented, "The 
law does not say that I cannot 
run (for office): It does not say 
that I could not be elected - but 
I couldn't vote for myself." 
When asked of what value one 
non-voting delegate would be the 
colonel replied, "This isn't a 
pitch for anything, but if I had 
it (the position) I'd do something, 
with it. So if I can do it, I 
know that many of those other 
men will be capable of doing it. 
If they've done their homework 
th~y will· know how to utllizie 
it to benefit the people of Wash-
ington, D.C., the non-voting seat 
to the House.'' 
The colonel outlined what he 
thought the District citizens 
should look for in a candidate, 
"Number one, they need honesty 
and a man who wiU work 24 
hours a day to bring about change. 
They need a man with sufficient 
educational ·background to know 
what the problems are and what 
the alternatives are to solving 
them." • 
At the close of the press con-
ference Colonel Hassan left the 
ballroom escorted by his aids. 
Uniformed members of the Black 
man's Liberation Army, who 
lined his path from the door to the 
street, stood at attention and 
saluted as he passed by them 
enroute to a waiting limousine. 
THE HILLTOP 
Dean of Students , Administ ration 
Building, Room 211, extensions 
2235 and 406, 
Med. standards 
for the draft \ 
Medical Fitness Standards for 
Appointment, Enlistment, and 
Induction into the armed forces 
Available by mall the list of 
physical fitness standards by 
which draft registrants are 
judged fit or unfit for induction 
into the armed forces. Along 
• with details as to how to docu-
ment defects if they exist. Each 
year thousands of draftees are 
inducted though unfit, to the great 
cost to the government and hard-
ship to the inductee. Send 50~ 
to Graham R. Hodges, Box 293, 
Watertown, · New York, 13601. 
HILLTOP sports 
staff 
There will be a meeting of 
the sports writers of the HILL-
TOP on Sunday, October 18 at 
1:00 p.m. 1811 Kalorama Rd. 
N. w. Apt. 104. This meeting is 
about the Homecoming issue. 
Chess 
Until further notice, the 
regular Chess Club meetings will 
be held on Tuesdays and Fridays 
between 1 and 2 pm in the Stu-
dent Center, room 107 or 110. 
There will be a teach •n• learn 
session at the end of each meet-
ing for members wanting to im-
prove their game . 
Law cabaret 
The Law School will sponsor 
a Homecoming Cabaret Friday, 
October 23 at 1801 N. Oak St., 
Arlington Va. (Longworth Cafe-
teria). The Young Senators wlll 
play. Tickets are $6.50 in ad-
vance and $7 .oo at the door. 
Frosh unify 
The Concerned Group of 
Freshman assumed complete 
leadership role of the freshmen 
class in their recent meeting 
Sunday in Founder Library. Th~ 
group-.¥oted themselves as the 
of the freshman class. 
"Since the rest of the fresh-
man class won't become involvect 
and participate, it is our duty 
to give direction to the class, 
"stated a freshman coed. 
However this leadership role 
does not alter the original issue 
of the group. The original and 
current issue of the group is 
to do away with the electing of 
class officers-Pres., Vice Pres., 
etc. Instead of electing class 
officers, they proposed a fresh-
men class forum consisting of 
representative from each dormi-
tory and representatives for 
freshmen in the city. 
This would be done in order 
to improve communication be-
tween the freshman ofthedormi-
tory and further unite the fresh-
men class in one common bond. 
When the representatives from 
each dormitory are elected, the 
present sterring committee will 
dissolve. 
(Continued on Page 5) 
The HILLTOP needs YOU! 
Students, faculty, administrators. alumni ..... 
Subscribe to the HILLTOP for a friend or relative. 
Writers, photographers. poets, a~ists .. ... 
Submit you r creative work to the HI LL TOP 
Journalists, would-be 1ournalists, freshmen .... 
Try out your journalistic skills a.s a HILLTOP reporter. 
Our office is located at 2215 4th St. NW (neitt to .Bethune). 
Edit0<: · 
. .
Enclosed is four dollars ($4.001 for a subcrip.,on to the HILLTOP for the 1970·71 academic year. Send to~ 
Name (print) 
Address 
• 
City State Zip 
Mail to : Editor, The HILLTOP. Howard University, Washington D. C. 20001. For additional subscriptions include 4 oo and 
n<orr.e ¥ld address on a separate sheet of paper. · 
• 
" Afro-Amer I can 
, 
r .~ a d i n g r o o m 
;r'he Department of Afro-
Amerlcan Studies announces that 
its Reading Room1 located in 
Founders Library, Room 300, 
ls open from 9:00 A.M. to 9:00 
P. M. The Department is anxious 
for the Howard community to 
October 16, 1970 
Students go 
to Alabama 
• know that this valuable research 
facility is available. 
Howard students are going 
to Alabama two weeks from now 
to help the campaigns of the 176 
candidates of the predominately 
Black National Democr atic Party 
of Alabama in their attempt to 
defeat George Wallace and his co-
~orts. 
Nearly 175 students met in 
Founders Library Monday to hear 
and discuss plans for the trip . 
to the "Heart of Dixie. " Ten-
tative plans are for two buses 
to leave Howard on Thursday, 
October 29, one returnng on 
Sunday and the other on the 
following Tuesday, November 3, 
wQLch ls election day. 
• 
~ccording to Darnell Taylor, 
a member of the National Black 
Student Movement which ls co-
ol'dinating the sending of students 
The purpose of this room is 
to provide books, mai;azines, 
journals, and other research ma-
terials, and a convenient study 
area for students and teacher s 
who are interested in the origin 
and development of the Afro-
American - from the past to 
the present. During the year 
that this room has been in oper- · 
ation we have purchased three 
to five copies of more than one 
thousand useful books, period-
icals, and other materials on 
various aspects of the life, cul-
ture, and problems of Afro-
Americans. 
Our books, most of which cir-
culate, are loaned for two w~eks 
at a time and must be returned 
directly to this reading room. 
A fine of five cents per day is 
charged borrowers on each over-
due book. The fines are used 
to purchase other reading ma-
terials for the Department and 
to replace a few of the works 
which have been lost during the 
1969-70 school year. 
to work with the NOP A cam-
paigns, the primary purpose of 
the campaigns will be to gain ' 
political conh:ol of at least ' 5 
counties in Alabama. 
TUB tutors 
Taylor added that the success 
of the NOP A at the polls would 
not be measured by whether its 
candidate for governor, John 
Cashin, · wins but by whether 
they wrest political control of 
certain areas. 
The Upward Bound program 
of Trinity College is asking for 
high school students in English, 
math and science. Interested? 
Call ?69-2389, Mr. Joe Clair. 
Jessie Winston and 'Phyllis 
Waller, the two student heads of 
Howard's planned trip· to Ala-
bama, answered questions from 
the students at the meeting. They 
indicated that most of the plans 
were tentative at this point, Win-
ston told the group, however, that 
one thing was definlte--they 
would be expected to work. He• I 
concluded, "Don't come unless 
you want to work.'' 
• 
Part - Time 
Women and Men 
Immediately 
$. 12 per evening 
Internat ional Press 
1211 Conn. Ave. N.W . 
Room 500 
Washington, D.C. 
Need Several Students 
In Metro Area To. Call On 
Cl ients - M inimum of 
. 
3 evenings per week 
5 p.m. · 9:30 p.m. 
Car not necessary 
If interested come and see me in person M~nday, the 19th, either at 6 p.m. or 
8 p.m. sharp 
AMERICAN SUN ENTERPRISES 
TEXTILE PRINTERS 
Attention: Fraternities, Soro rit ies, and o ther groups 
TEE-SHI RTS AND SWEAT SHIRTS 
printed in any' design, quant ity, size or color 
' 
For rapid 4-day service co ntact (collect) 
. 
. 
• 
ALEXANDER KAZMARCK' J r. 
(609) 399-2155 
If no answer: 399-1 178 
I 
• 
. . 
• 
' 
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• Pagel 
the bull -- strong, brave and 
dumb. He says a bull would s tand 
on a railroad trac\, toe-to-toe 
against a freight train. The bull 
Slowe throws community party 
(Cont inu~<l from Page I ) 
sell-help. "How can we be free would be strong and brave but 
with all of our necess ities pro- ·he would soon be dead, bec ause 
vided for us by white people?" he is dumb. 
Brother Farakan called for Instead Farakan urged us 
Black people to clean themselves to be like the lion who is strong, 
up and to stop imitating white br ave, but intelligent; a lion who 
people. He asked, "How can you would have gotten off the track 
rise holding on to their decad- and lived to fight another day. 
ence? How can you rise Mr. Farakan states, "any fool can 
Refer-Smoker? How can you rise die, but it takes a wise man and 
Mr. Heroin-User? How can you a wise woman to know how to 
rise Mr . Wine-Drinker? •.. " · live." 
On Education, Farakan said, He said at this stage of the 
"You have never been taught to liberation struggle we must out-
think, you have only been taught .__ maneuver the white man. " When 
to quote." For those who ac;.cuse you- are dealing with a man of 
Elijah Mum am mad of teaching power and you are weak, you have 
hate Farakan asked "You say Mi;- to outmaneuver him •.. we' re not 
hammad teaches hate? Then saying be a coward, we're 
I ask you, who taught you to hate saying be wise .•• cause while we 
yourselves?" maneuver we grow stronger and 
To the ultra-socially posess~,. "e grows weaker." 
Minister Farakan warns, " Yoor Of Greeks Farakan insisted, " I 
pa.rtying days are over. For 
death awaits you if you make the would suggest you destroy all 
wrong move this year." Greek organizations on your 
After saying Muslims are not campus. There should be but one 
just concerned for Muslims but fraternity, and that the frater-
for 30 million Black people, he nal order of the Black Man." 
states "We're not talking about This revJew will not do Fara-
bullding a nation, we ARE build- kan's speech/sermon/teachings 
ing a nation." ample justice. Nor would reprint-
The brother explained that "the ing the entire speech do Fara-
co\llltry is going down and going kan complete justice, because to 
down fast. " see and hear the man is· in-
He urged Black women: "Don't finately better than reading him, 
follow white women; set a not to mention reading what 
style that speaks of the dignity someone else has · written about 
of the Black woman." him. 
Farakan concluded that " When Roy Allen, Chairman of Pro-
we stop oppressing each other ject Awareness, said that before 
there will be no oppressor who the year is out Farakan will be 
would dare to oppress us." brought back to Howard Univer-
During the question and answer · sit y. My brothers and • sis-
period Brother Farakan hit upon ters do not miss the boat the 
many beautiful points, far to second time around. Come to 
many to list. However, s ignificant Cramton Auditorium and witness 
am" those points was his ana- the spectacle of .a man who is 
logy of the bull and the lion. truly about the liberation of Black 
By Evita Paschall 
Slowe Hall became community 
involved last Sunday afternoon. 
Realizing truit · most of the 
rhetoric about getting involved 
in the co munity 1s just a sham, 
Slowe H gave a neighborhood 
block p as a concrete step 
toward a.king their "rhetoric" 
become eality. 
Th party was highlighted by 
th appearances of Associate 
Dean of Students. Edna Calhoun 
and Carl Anderson, Academic 
Vice-President for Student Af-
fairs. 
"The people of the community . 
don't trust Howard students," 
stated · Lawrence Taylor l'v1c-
Clean, chairmen of the Slowe 
Hall Neighborhood Block Party 
Committee. "The party is our 
way of saying trust us and let 
us become a real segment of 
the community," Mc Clean added. 
"During this party, there's 
not going to be any speeches 
or talks. The party is for the chil-
dren and adults to intermingle 
with the men of Slowe and ex-
press their thoughts." These are 
the words of Walter Keller, resi-
dent hall counselor of Slowe. 
The block party was Mr. Keller's 
idea. ''We had problems with 
kids nmning through the halls, 
throwing pillows and creating 
disturbances," continued Keller. 
Sometimes we were forced to 
ask them out. We tried to think 
of some way to reacl\ the kids 
and show '-.!)em that ,.we care. 
"Jlle party is an attempt to 
Ie't. the neighborhood kids know 
that we do care," concluded Kel-
ler. 
"This party might be the 
necessary link needed to help 
the intermingling of Slowe men 
with the neighborhood" s tated 
Farak. "l urges us to not be like · People. . 
1Pantkers kold rally 
• 
• 
D.C. Black Panther capt. in Cranlton 
"By the year 2000, the pigs 
are hoping to have a wax model 
of niggers in the Smithsonian 
Institute." 
So proclaimed Michael Tabor, 
one of twenty-one Black Pan-
ers facing conspitacy charges 
New York, as he called on 
• Bla: k people to "seize the time" 
beca se white people are about 
fasc is 3Jld genocide. Tabor 
spoke urin l rlly held ln !Y1al-
com X 1 , 1 ..1 rial Park last Sat-
• urday, a 'Out "'.i') persons at-
•c>ri'1ed. ..ill) w ... s to an-
,JWiC1.. the Revolutlona11 
PMple · '- onst •t. ion::l.l Conven-
' ' , tie ~' ! .i i 1 \\. asnL'1gt, 
-1it r. . oI e Jews 1s 
' :stimu1 y t • ! •1e wil of men to 
· free. t'1 r waih:ct too 
.t" to .. cg., e1r ros1st ance to 
lt' er. nL•'' people rnust not 
are prisoners of war. The intro-
duction of slaves inJamestown 
constituted a declaration of war. 
The issue ls not whether we can 
relate to riolence or non-vio-
lence, but whether we want to 
live or die," he declared. 
Plans for the Revolutionary 
People's Constitutional Conven-
tion were announced bv the Black 
Panther Party (BBP). The party 
has been retused sccess to the 
D. c. :h·:nor} as a s ite for the 
convent, "'. 
"If ·· cannot have the con-
vention in the fascist D.C. Arm-
ory, then we wUI have it on the 
white house lawn, " Audrey Jones, 
Boston Area Captain of BBP, 
asserted. 
" The peop ·.vho wr ote tht! con-
stitution weri: not concernt>d with 
By Willie Abbrams 
U!e, liberty, or the pursuit of 
t$._pp1ness, but with the protect-
ion of property and the advance-
• ment of slavery and white sup-
remacy,' ' stated '_l'abor. 
Tabor stated that when he spoke 
ef the oppressive and cruel con-
<iltions Black people find them-
selves in, "Ten blocks from the 
White House, we see slums." He 
said that the hospitals, schools 
and all other institutions that 
are supposed to be serving the 
Black community are actually 
maintaining the oppressive sit-
uation. 
Big Man, Deputy Minister of 
Information of BBP, said that 
"we will continue to act 'panther' 
as long as the pigs act 'fascist', 
and we are aboub implementing 
programs for the people. This is 
what the Revolutionary People's 
Constitutional Convention is 
about." 
Student"s and members of the 
commW11ty were urged to help 
carry out the convention by pro-
viding cars fo r transportation, 
housing the people Irom out of 
town, assist ing with infor m llion 
and clerical work, provid1J1rr 
medical supplies, assistin~ as 
doctors, nurses, and typists. 
"\Ve must seize the time, for 
if we do not seize the tin.e, the 
time is ~o t ' seize us,'' 
Tabor <·onch 
ell", -ai • 'i0r. "Black people ---------------------~ 
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Mrs. Colemen, a res1aent of the;' 
nei g hborhood surrm.mding 
Slowe. " However, I thought all of 
Howards s tudents would partici-
pate in the party, not just the 
men of Slowe," she said. 
"In my 4 years of being a 
resident of this neighborhood, 
I have never seen such a Wli-
fied effort of bringing the com-
9.--. .. -~ .:._ · a : . 
Slowe residents and neighbors at Sunday party . Photo by Fatisha 
munity together with the stu- McCleaq;. "We couldn't let the 
dents," stated elderly resident and punch. The entertainment 
Ulyssee Martin. · was done by a band composed 
Mc Clean completely shares the of residents from Slowe - Dr. 
sentiments of Martin's state- • Jive and the Soul Package. 
ment. According to Mcclean, "It's groovy," responed John 
every resident of Slowe gave Danwhich, a seven year old resi-
contributions to the party, Dean dent of the neighborhood, when 
CalhOWl okayed money for the asked what he thought of the 
party, girlfriends of residents 
of Slowe prepared the food and P3fite telegr ams were sent to 
neighborhood mothers heli; serve president Cheek, Mayor Wash-
the food. tngton, Dean Calhoun, and Carl However~ when the committee Anderson, vice presidentforstu-
·needed someone to sign for a dent affairs, inviting them to the 
permit to block off a section party. Dean Calhoun and Carl 
of the s treet for the party, they Ander son were the only ones 
did not escape the bureaucracy that attended. 
of the administration. Thus mak- According to Anderson, when 
ing it necessary for Slowe to President Cheek s tated that the 
take on the responsibility of sign- university would be taking a new 
ing the permit. "We promised direction in his inaugural ad-
the kids of the neighborhood a dress, little did he know that 
party on Sunday," stated Slowe Hall would make such a 
(Continued on Page 4 ) 
Moore calls deb.ate 
By Gwen Ross 
Howard's President Cheek 
Isn't a candidate for the District 
seat in Congress, rut his posi-
tion was challenged Wednesday 
by a man who is--the Rev. 
Douglas Moore. 
In a kick-off rally from the ' 
steps of Douglas Hall, Moore 
told some 300 s tudents, "We 
have serious doubts as to whether 
or not Dr. Cheek represents the 
young, Black, militant and 
revolutionary student." 
Moore's remark was a refer-
ence to Dr. Cheek's support of 
another candidate, the Rev. Chan-
ning Phillips . Cheek was instru-
mental in getting Philips to run 
for Congress . 
" Whether Black People can 
have a real political candidate 
is the real issue in this cam-
question now becomes whether 
we in 1970 are again on the 
auction block for the highest 
bidal!r. I'll be dammed if I'm 
going to be bought and sold 
again!" 
The fiery Black leader chal-
lenged Cheek, Rev. Phillips, and 
white philanthropist PhillipStern 
to an open debate in Cramton 
Auditorium. Stern, a man be 
termed " the new boss of the 
plantation", headed the cit1zens' \ 
committee that urged Phillips to I 
enter the race. 
Citing the failure of Phillips 
to meet him in debate, he charged 
that those "non-violent Black 
leaders do not want to face the 
real Issues. " 
Late Wednesday Dr. Cheek an-
swered 'Moore's challenge, say-
ing that his participation in such 
paign." t>.Ioore declared. "The (Con tinued on Pa)!.c 9) 
Malcolm F arakan discusses 
u'ith HILL TOP repo rters 
8:7 ?P~rl Stewart 
In l brief backstage inter1-"iew 
1ollow1ng his speech last T u --s -
da} evenin{;, :'.linister l !" 
Far3.kan touched 1pon the ··-
tremely touchy suh1ect c ~1 __ 
colm x, .ln r esponse to &'t. 'lt 
journalists' questions. 
•CJ loved t.I 3.l<.:olm very o?-"P-
lv, '' the Black Muslim n ''st er 
revealed, "but when he df , aled 
from Elijah l\!uhnmmad I dE-v1ated 
from him." · 
Surp rlsir. g l y, ' :er 
Far akan showe1i no h .. 
ahoPt discussing the respecte' 
k nationalist who separate" 
fi om the Nation of Islam, and -
was reportedlv shot by Black 
Muslims. lnstead; Brother fara-
karf\said that he v as av·are of 
t ltudents' interest in 'I al. r), 1111 
1t he s•1tt'd that 'r 1.1ay not ~e 
.... to .~tf:mpl t< •• mort!ll1Ze 
him • \J~colrii ts nt~ longer .iHvn 
lo uefent h1mseh.'. l· a ra.J.:an 
pointed out, ac. i.!"l that ~lacks 
lc•Jay have "outgrov.n that h3:£(0 
of knowledge that :-.-; lf'Oll 
J:) 
Brother F:irakan responded to 
a question concerning the future 
of Blach un1versit1es in America, 
oJ stating that he did not feel 
tl1ar tnst1tutions such as Howard 
.re re a 11 y Black institutions. 
'The most important ingredient 
that all institutions have left 
out is knowledge of self,'' he 
explained. He said that the know-
ledge gained from such ins titu-
tions as Howard ls used to bene-
fit others. 
Whei:i asked who will succeed 
the Honorable Elij ah tvluhammad 
as the next messenger of Allah, 
the r.tuslim leader respondPd, 
"There will be desciples to carr~ 
on t'ie work.'' 
,...:1E: ', 7-ye:ir-oi ntiliste1 of 
Se • York Citv's '.\!os lUC ~o. 
start .l cut a::. ,1 con<" ... rt 
l!r. 1f tl n be< :i m" a n.. ht. 
~n-~ 1i·tir>e:- .efor rnu. 
It 1 S r 
J, 1 e s marr l 
Uc rt •. 
• 
• 
v 
• 
' I 
' 
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Teachers 
work • in 
trained_/ or 
the ghetto 
new centers are working to main-
tain a pool of quallfted applicants 
who can be referred, upon re-
quest, to state education agencies 
and to local school districts with 
Teacher Corps programs. If 
selected, the applicants w111 con-
Under a grant of $108,175, ap-
proved by the U.S. ott1ce of 
Education, Howard University 
has opened a Teacher Corps 
Center in the District of 
Columbia. Known as the North-
eastern Center for Recruitment 
and . Referra!- Teacher Corps, it 
is located at 1343 'H' Street, 
N.W. Mrs. Marian V. Coombs 
ls the director. 
The Center will assist local 
Teacher Corps programs in at-
tracting young people to careers 
in teaching disadvantaged chil-
dren and young offenders. It is 
one of five similar centers in 
.., the country focusing on the pro-
blems of recruitment and selec-
tion of college students and col-
. 5he1r education while teacti-lege graduates with a real de- der the supervision of a 
sire to teach in poverty areas m er teacher 
or in detention faclllties. The LA · 
other four centers are located February, 1965 Senators 
at the universities of Georgia, aylord Nelson (D., WisJ and 
Wayne State, Nebraska at Omaha, · Edward Kennedy (D., Mass:)pro-
:uid Southern California. posed the original Teacher Corps 
The Teacher Corps draws local legislation, and the proposal be-
schools, universities and com- came law as Title. VB of the 
munities together in a coopera- Higher Education Act of 1965. 
tive effort to plan and operate The Nelson- Kennedy proposal 
a tralning and teaching program, was based on the Cardozo Pro-
and through this to test changes ject in Urban Teaching in which 
in the ways that teachers are returned Peace Corps volunteers 
trained and used. The means of taught at Cardozo High School 
introducing and testing these in the District of Columbia while 
changes are the employment of studying for Master's Degrees 
teams of teaching interns led by at Howard University, and the 
an experienced teacher. Prince Edward County(Va.) Free 
One need not be a teacher to School Project in which volun-
join Teacher Corps. In fact, the teer teachers from around the 
LA S C I I • • nation kept free education alive P a n s t e e v Is I 0 n . when local OPposition to inte-gration forced the . closing of 
pro gr a ffiS for ~he C8 mpus pu~~::h~~~g of 1970, Con-
gress voted major new authori-
ties for the Teacher Corps--a By Catherline Wills 
At Tut'.s..!·o.y· night's· meeting of 
the African Peoples' Liberation 
Council, formerly LASC, a num-
ber of new projects andprograms 
were discussed, including the 
plans for a communications net-
work on campus. 
After a report on the status of 
the Temptations concert that took 
place yesterday, Ron Anderson, 
a student in the School of Fine 
Arts reported on the Student 
Communications Network, an ef-
fort to institute a compre-
hensive communications system 
on and off campus, throughout the 
on and off campus, _!9,roughout 
the area anb, possibly, the nation. 
aa good communications system 
would answer one of the most 
urgent needs of Black people--
political education. 
The system, Anderson ex-
plained, would entail all facets 
of communications - - radio, tele-
vision, teletype, and telephone. 
Stressing the need for student 
control of such a system, Ron 
stated, "If we control the mech-
anism for communication, we 
can'. t be told what we can do 
with 1t and what we can't .•• In 
addition, we would be able to 
charge people for its use. If 
Cheek said, 'I have to clarify 
something,' and he wanted to 
use our PA system, he would 
be charged. Just like we have 
to pay for the use of Cramton." 
In this manner the project, though 
initially expensive, would begin to 
pay for itself. 
The council voted to under-
write the proposal for $500, 8 
in favor, 1 abstaining, and none 
opposed. 
Penny Mccrimmon and another 
sister, representatives of 
WOMB, gave a brief description 
of a fashion show- bazaar spon-
sored for and by students, which 
would need financial assistance 
from A.P. L. C. A more detailed 
report was promised for the next 
meeting. 
After a long discussion over the 
issue ofprovt.1l 1g sufficient funds 
to finance a trip to Alabama for 
students interested in workingon 
the political campaign there, the 
next issue was the Boston topo-
graphical Center. Two brothers 
from the center requested $70 
for round trip fare from Boston 
to D.C. in order that they could 
v!sit Howard's campus and con-
duct orientation sessions/tours. 
The sessions would be separate 
and for all Black people who 
wished to attend. They will 
not hold sessions for white folks. 
The motion was voted upon un-
animously and passed. 
An announcement was made of a 
clean-up, sponsored by Drew Hall 
to take place tomorrow at 9:00 
a.m. The clean up will cover the 
areas of Georgia an.d 5th Streets 
and Gresham and Harvard--
the solid block where Drew Hall 
is located. Participation from all 
areas of the University ls re-
quested and badly needed for this 
quested and badly needed for 
this project. 
All prices before 4:00 p.m : 10% less 
Walk-In Customers 
An additional discount : 100.k less · 
10:00 a.m.- 3 :0~ 2or1 
~ /I Discount 
(Excluding Saturdays) 
Student Teacher Corps of volun-
teer tutors and instructional as-
sistants, and the ability to f\Ind 
additional programs on Indian re-
senations and in correctional 
institutions. At the same time, 
Congress increased the Teacher 
Corps' authorization for Fiscal 
Year 1971 to $100 million. 
(Continued from Page 3) 
step toward new directions. 
The most captivating and 
splendid thing about Slowe Hall's 
party was the elated spirit in 
which it was given and in which 
the neighborhood accepted the 
party. 
Observing from the success 
of the Neighborhood Block Party, 
one would have to agree with the 
"dynamite" words of Leroy 
Johnson, a young resident of the 
neighborhood when asked what he 
thought of the party, "sounds 
good to me". 
A. 
D . 
• 
G. 
October 16. 1970 
Lecture series begins -
The Gllbert Neal Lecture Ser-
ies, sponsored by the Graduate 
Student Councll, will feature a 
variety of speakers this school 
year. The title of this year's 
series ls "Toward a Black Ide-
ology." During the nine sessions 
already planned, representatives 
from a variety of fields w1ll 
speak. 
Tllose scheduled to appear 
throughout the year are Mr. Earl 
Caldwell from the S.an Francisco 
Bureau of the New.York Times; 
Dr. Charles Hamllton, Ptofessor 
of Polltical Science, Columbia 
University; Mr. Mwalimu Fuller 
from the Malcolm X Liberation 
University, Durham, North Caro-
lina; Dr. Roberts. Browne from 
the Black Economic Research 
Center in New York City; Dr. 
Sebastian Mezu, Department of 
Romance Languages, The ~ 
University of New York; Dr. 
Lloyd N. Ferguson, Professor 
ol Chemistry, California state 
College; Dr. Vincent Harding, 
Director of the Inst1tute of. the 
Black World in Atlanta, Georgia; 
and the Honorable Andrew F. 
Brimmer, Member of the Board 
of Governors of the Federal Re-
serve System. 
Each lecpire w1ll be followed 
by a discussion between three 
panelists and a question-and-
answer peri<XI. The sessions will 
commence on October 29, 1970, 
with Mr. Caldwell of the New 
York Times. The Reverend 
Carletoo Hayden, a graduate stu-
dent in the Department of History, 
ls chairman of lecture series. 
Afro-American Review '70 
• solicits • wr~ters, artists 
The idea of a "literary maga-
zine'' is praiseworthy as much 
tor its esthetlc form as 
its content, that sltpretty in book-
cases hoping to be read, · that is 
read by only a select few and 
made useful as a vehicle of 
expression by an even more 
select few is an idea that should 
in opposition to where we are 
at today concerning art ••. expres-
sion. What ls needed is an 
instrument of expression, a 
mouthpiece, or better, a "micro-
phone'' letting many benefit f:rom 
what normally benefits only a few. 
What is important, as far as 
a magazine is concerned, is not 
so much form as f\Inctlon. Tbis 
is what the Afro-American Re-
view will be dealing with ·this 
year. 
With this fUnction in mind we'll 
see that more issues get printed 
3.Qd, hopefully, all of the mater-
ial submitted wlll get exposure. 
Our distribution area will be 
broadened. Also, we're planning 
B. 
• 
E. 
H. 
to sponsore periodic sessions 
(possibly weekly) where anyone 
who wasn't printed or was printed 
or . anyone else can come and 
read or play whatever be had 
and' be heard by an even greater 
number. 
Poems, articles (typed) and art 
work will all be used and may 
be submitted to the Af:ro-
American Review mailbox in the 
Student Center starting Oct. 5 
and should include a phone num-
ber. Deadline for submittiI1g 
material ls Friday the 23rd of 
October. 
The regular staff for this year 
is: Gall Sims - editor-ln-..cbief; 
Clay Goss - associate editor; 
Debbie Woods - secretary; Betty_ 
Smith - lay-out editor; Estrelda 
Epps, assistant lay-out editor; 
Diane Coates - art; Omar Dasent-
- assistant art editor; Norman 
Reid :. managing editor. 
Also, anyone wishing to work 
on the magazine should contact 
the editor by way of the mall- . 
box or call 234-2692. 
1 
c. 
F. 
I. 
100,.{, Discount for Howard Students. A. 99.50 
B. 125.00 
c. 150.00 -·~·-·-- Conve~ient Budget Terms -
2731 Georgia Avenue, NW. 
Washington, D.C. 
COS-6086 
D. 175.00 
E . 200.00 
F. 225.00 
G. 225.00 
H. 250.00 
I. 300.00 
JEWELERS 
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. Billingsley 'faces the people' 
• 
Wednesday night's edition o! 
"Face the People" focused on 
another controversial issue--the 
new direction of Black institu-
tions, or more explicitly, the 
direction of Howard University. 
To meet the issue were panelists : 
Pearl Stewert, student and Edi-
tor of the HILL TOP; Miss Olive 
Taylor, a Black history instruc-
tor; Roosevelt Miltont a gra-
duate student in social work; 
and John Holton, chairman of the 
sponsoring African Peoples 
Liberation Council, was modera-
tor. 
The 'victim' was Dean Bill- ,, 
ingsley, newly appointed Vice-
President of Academic Affairs · 
from UCLA at Berkely. 
In his opening on Black ed-
ucation, Billingsley quoted Car-
ter Woodson as saying, "All 
of education in America con-· 
spires to lead Black people to 
despise themselves." Billingsley 
coml'"(lented that all schools and 
instlfutions were led to believe 
in this concept of Black inferior-
ity. He said that an attempt should 
be made to upgrade the quality 
of American education. 
"Howard," Billingsley stated, 
"is strategically located to 
transform American education. 
Black revolutionaries are going 
to make a new revolution in 
American education." 
Before the role of Howard 
in the new direction was dis-
cussed, the role of Dean Bill-
ingsley was greatly debated. 
When asked lf he was going to 
one of those new administrators 
who falls into the same old •bag' 
until students get tired of hear- · 
ing him, he commented, "I can 
not change, only recommend." 
As he put it, his job ls to work 
with the faculty to get,.. them to 
exert leadership in the curri-
culum and in student matters,and 
also to be an advisor to Dr. 
Cheek. 
Billingsley also' •rapped' down· 
could carry out as Vice Presi-
dent of Academic Affairs: •re-
BY Brenda Goss 
commendations' for funds to be 
allocated for research in Black 
history, the budgetforthelibrayr 
to be extended, the Moorland 
Room to be recognized as a re-
.,l>lica of Black heritage, and to ap-
lik>int faculty who have a special 
interest in the Black struggle. 
This in turn brought abOut the 
discussion of the role of stu-
dents anti faculty in the •new 
direction.' The Dean remarked, 
"A new awareness must be re-· 
fleeted in our education and 1t 
will not be easily developed be-
cause there has been an over 
emphasis on 'whiteness' until we 
as Blacks have been victimized 
by it.,, 
"But basically Howard is still 
the same. we are going through 
a new phase. The old people 
who were here and the new people 
who were not here are going 
through this phase together, re-
tored Dean Billingsley, Howard 
is still white. Still stagnant. Still 
decadent. And still irrelevant." 
"Black universities, explained 
Billingsley, should be channeled 
toward the form of organization 
Sam Wallace, HUSA Treas-
surer, and one of the better 
political minds on Howard's cam-
pus, was relieved and reassured 
by the Senate's (13-11) vote to 
unfreeze the budget and to let 
the D.C. Project function aspre-
sently organized. 
The decision was brought abOut 
by a proposal set forth by HUSA 
President, Michael Harris. Sam 
had this to say on the '•unfreeze'': 
"In spite of the heated nature 
of the meeting the Senate through 
it's vote gave the HUSA execu-
tives a vote of confidence. It is 
0 
Campus Vanguard 
'Nig·gas sho luvs chicken' 
By Reginald l:fildebrand 
In the movie, "Cotton· Com .. 
To Harlem," there is a scene 
that takes place in front of a 
police station, during which a 
group of Blacks are intent upon 
dealing with a group of whites 
who are co-opting their efforts 
t'o deal with an exploiter. Just 
when they begin to really get 
into it, a smart cop starts 
throwing chickens into the air, 
and the Blacks stop what they're 
doing and begin to scramble for 
the chickens. 
In the production, "Congress 
Comes to the District," there is 
a scene that takes place all over 
Washington, during which the 
cream of the city's Black leader-
ship seems to be intent upon 
dealing with the problems of the 
District - but before they can 
really get into what they• re trying 
to do, they stop and tum on each 
other (shattering the myth of 
even potential Black unity), kick-
ing and gouging in a wild 
scramble for the token, non-
voting chicken that the good white 
folks in the big house on the hill 
threw into the air. 
Ntggas sho luvs chicken. 
The major candidates for the 
post of District delegate to the 
Congress have tried to rational-
ize their eagerness to accept a 
non-voting position by saying that 
one vote more or less really 
doesn't matter. 
It is true that very few issues 
are decided by one vote - but 
if Mendel Rivers has a vote, 
then the D.C. delegate ought to 
have a vote, whether it •matters' 
or not. The people of the Dis-
trict should not be willing to 
have their representative sit 1n 
Congress as anything less than 
an equal member, and at this 
stage in our history, no Black 
man should permit himself to 
sit with any group of men, un-
less . he sits with them as an 
equal. 
That doesn't mean that we 
should ignore the position. The 
ideal candidate would be a strong 
Black man who will pledge to 
take the oath of office, and then 
refuse to serve. 
By taking the oath, the dele-
gate will legally become a Con-
gressman, which will entitle him 
to his salary, mailingprlvlleges, 
travel and expense budgets, ~ftce 
space and equipment, and a staff 
of ten - all of which he would 
use to mobilize and co-ordinate 
a mass campaign for home rule 
for the District. 
By refusing to take his seat 
in the House chamber, or parti-
cipate in debate or on commit-
tees, the delegate will symb011c-
ally re-assert that the District, 
by population, is entitled to two 
voting delegates, and that the 
citizens of the District (and he 
as a Black man) will not accept 
anything less than what they are 
entitled to. 
Also by taking such an unpre-
cedented step in American his-
tory, he will gain the attention 
of the nation's news media, which 
be can use to ttie District's ad-
vantage. Even if he were to 
eventually be censored and have 
his seat taken (a la.Adam Clay-
ton Powell) the publicity abOut 
his martyrdom would do the home 
rule effort much more good than 
harm, and would have a far 
greater impact than would years 
of lobbying and debating in the 
halls of Congress. 
But that candidate has not ap-
peared. Until he does we have 
• to deal with the ones tbat we've 
got, while at the same time try-
ing to keep the community from 
splintering into several hostile 
factions. (With enough splintering 
we could elect a white delegate). 
(continued on Page 6) 
based upon experience, promise, 
and a brighter future." 
Dean Billingsley !elt the cri-
teria for entering Howard was too 
high along with the fact that the 
curriculum was too rigid and too 
•white' and also that the stu-
dents do not really apply them-
selves to their studies. Self-
interest coupled with the tenure 
system are the basic problems 
of the faculty. "And the problem 
of the administration ls the al-
location of funds, which seems 
.to stifle change because the dis-
tribution of-' the funds is · usual-
. ly applied on the wrong materials 
in the wrong direction, Bill -
ingsley stated. 
-design by dasent from .,nglade Photo 
. 
' 
freshmen 
(Gilntinucd from Page 2) 
According to the Groµp of Con- The group does not yet knov. 
cerned Freshmen, their goal is how they will prevent the elec-
not to rule the freshmen class. tions of class officers. The fact 
Their goal is to unitP. the fresh- that they are the only organized 
Maybe, Dean Billingsley is the 
man Howard needs to guide us 
in the •new direction' . Then on 
the other hand, he just may be 
anpther administrator. talking 
rahdomly and irrelevantly. Even 
though he states very explicitly 
that his duty is to recommend, 
maybe, just maybe, these 
•recommendations' for our new 
direction in Black education will 
be the stimulus for our change. 
men class. However, since none group is their only hope. "May- ___, 
of the other members of the class be one will be strong enough to 
• seems to be concer.ned enough oppose us in the coming elec-
to come to meeting and vote, tlons," stated the secretary of 
the group had to assume total the group. 
leadership themselve.s. 
DISCUSSES ~ft-IE FU~lt>S 
By Danny Simms 
hoped by myself and other 
members that we will be able to 
move on with the practical work 
of the D.C. Project and various 
other educational and political 
programs that we feel are neces-
sary at this time." 
Some of these programs in-
clude: a weekly seminar series 
"Contemporary Black fiitellec-
tuals, Pan Africanism, and Black 
and Black Nationalism. Also, we 
presently reviewing the struc-
tural organization of the D. C. 
Project. . 
• 
Within one week students will 
be working on various programs 
throughout the city. Some of the 
programs started include work-
ing with the Black Man's De-
velopment Center, Black Land 
Movement, Banneker Junior High 
School, Te r re 11 Junior High 
School and Mott Elementary 
School. 
There will be a University-
wide assembly next week to in-
form the Student Body of the 
Project and to gain student sup-
port. HUSA will initially hir' 
200 students on apart-time basis · 
and hopes to enlist the aid of at 
least 800 volunteers for the first 
semester. The reason for the 
initial budget freeze were the 
proirities brought forth by the 
various students councils. One of 
these priorities was $9,000 for 
the Engineer and Architecture 
Student Council for internal re-
visions. Now that things are back 
in the proper perspective and 
~ Sam so aptly put it, "thEi 
CIRCUS is over and now HUSA 
can get to work." 
Young architects go to Ghana 
This summer saw for the first 
time an actual working basis for 
an eventual branch of Howard's 
School of Engineering and Archi-
tecture at the University of 
Science and Technology in 
Kumasi, Ghana. 
According to Steven L. Jones, 
fourth-year architecture student 
who co-ordinated this program, 
hopefully in the future a Student 
Exchange Program w111 be set 
up where Howard students will 
be able to travel to various 
African countries to study Black 
architecture. 
Last year Jones ~ade initial 
contacts with Lutz Christians, 
head of the Architecture Depart-
ment at the University of Science 
and Technology at Kumas1: This 
year Jones returned to Ghana 
with a group of seven students 
and one faculty member for the 
purpose of obtaining an overall 
picture of West Alri~ archi-
tecture. · 
Howard students A'rthur Wise, 
Gregory Peniston, Patrick Dela-
tour, and faculty member, Vic-
tor Dzidzienyo were among the 
eight who spent thirteen weeks 
1n Africa, traveling, surveying 
and analyzing various types of 
Black architecture. Wise, Penis-
ton and Rednald Lyons also 
• 
• 
By Ramona McNair 
, 
helped Jones lay the groundwork 
for this project. 
Besides traveling · through 
seven different countries, the 
students also attended Summer 
Field Study classes with African 
students at Kumasi. Emphasis 
was on original, traditional, un-
adulterated tribal architecture. 
The students entered private 
homes, mosques and villages ob-
serving both secular and 
rel i g 1 o us architecture. Jones 
said the people were very friend-
ly and helpful, although many 
times several interpreters were 
needed to translate the numer-
ous dialects in one village. 
" It takes going over there to 
see we are truly an African 
people," said Jones. ''.I really 
noticed a lot of similarities .be-
tween these people and us in the 
ghetto. '' 
The students of this trip are 
presently in the process of putting 
together the materials of their 
research to present orally to the 
remainder of the student body 
and to present it written to the 
Architectural Library. 
President Cheek had approved 
ot the program for this summer, 
so that the University as well 
as various architectural firms 
across the country, provided 
::t.. 
HOWARD'S 
ART AND LITERARY MAGAZINE 
IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING 
CONTRIBUTIONS 
-dbd: 1970 • 
' 
r 
\ 
funds. It is undecided what the 
possibilities for next year are. 
Jones has hopes that Howard 
will take this program over com-
pletely so it will be totally a 
University project to be con-
tinued in the future by Howard's 
community. 
With this step in the right 
direction for the School of Archi~ 
tecture, Jones said he hopes this 
dynamic program "will serve 
to encourage students in other 
schools to find Blackness in their 
particular field.' ' 
'' 
1
1 used to wond.er if I 
wanted to have children in 
this country. Especially sons. 
And then I thought if there's a 
revolution I want him to be' in 
it. If I'm dead and gone a part 
of me is going to be in'' 
there with something. 
One of lhe togelher comments in 
H~Cfi. 
D'OlH~1'1' 
A 1970 CLOllUP 
BO photographs by Chester Hoggins. Jr. 
text by Harold McOougall 
Cloth: $6 95/Paper: $2 95 
Now at your bookstore 
McCALL 
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By Pam Preston, Linwood Wooldridge 
The purpose of GRIPE is to 
provide for the Howai:d University 
community a mechanism whereby 
grievances can be acknowledged and, 
with the cooperation of the other 
facets of the University , alleviated. 
Research on the grievances are 
provided by the brothers of the 
Alpha Phi Omega National Service 
Fraternity. 
Grievance : There are not ade-
quate parking facilities for the 
students or faculty. There are 
plenty of spaces available 1f the 
students were allowed to park. 
What ls the use of putting "no 
parking" s igns up, knowing that 
students have no choice but to 
park in those "no parking" 
spaces? The students who are 
parking in "no parking" spaces 
are ticketed, yet they still have 
to park in those spaces every-
day. Why are there so many no 
parking areas on the streets sur-
rounding the campus anyway? 
Reply : The D. c. Government has 
been requested to remove ce rtain 
"No Parking". signs where itov-
viously appears to create any 
pedestrian or vehicular hazard, 
and to survey other areas where 
signs might be removed in com-
pliance with D. c. Cedes. Signs 
in the 2600 block of Sixth Street 
ort the west side were installed 
by the D.C. Government at the 
insistence of D. C. Teacht!r's Col-
lege. All areas where such s igns 
appear are of course public 
·Streets and not under the control 
or jurisdiction of P!oward Uni-
versity. Dr. Cheek has appointed 
a permanent University-wide 
Committee on Campus Sa!ety, 
Security and Tra!fic, and four(4) 
students are on this Committee. 
The Committee is continuing to 
explore solutions to the critical 
parking problems at Howard Uni-
versity. (This reply was sub-
mitted by Mr. Alexander Chal-
mers, Acting Director of the 
Physical Plant.) 
Grievance . The Drew Hall Snack 
Bar, where is it? Why ls lt 
that sutdents will not be hired 
to rnanage lt? 
~: The Drew Hall Snack Bar 
na:s--been closed due to .the many 
problems encountered by Coffee-
Time because of excessive loses 
due to vandalism. We are in the 
process of securing vending ser-
vices from the Macke Company. 
(This reply was submitted by 
Mr. William D. Wright,. Analyst 
fo r Auxiliary Enterprises.) 
Grievance: Concerning HUSA -
Who verified the count on the stu-
dent increase? How much money 
has been spent thus far? Why can't 
a budget of expenditures be pub-
lished in the HILL TOP (weekly)? 
When are the meetings? The 
$10.00 increase, where does it 
go ($20.00 X 10~000 students -
that's a lot of money; Tempts 
are $4. 75???) Why does the D. c. 
Project need so many adminis-
trators? 
Reply : The administration and 
the Board of Trustees verified 
the count on the student increase. 
' One-sixth (1/6) of the budget has 
been spent thus far. HUS A 
meetings are on Monday nights in 
Room 105 New Building at 
7:30 p.m. Th£ $10.00 increase 
per semester goes to the D. C. 
Project and the Student Coun-
cils. The D.C. Project is very 
important and requires a large 
administrative sta!f. (This reply 
was submitted by Samuel 
Wallace, Treasurer of the How-
ard University Student Assoc-
iation.) · 
Attention!! The following griev-
ance was submitted to Dean Cal-
houn, Ass<?Ciate Dean of Students 
(Housing), on October 5, 1970: 
For the period from September 
14 to September 28, 1970, Drew 
Hall residents . were without hot 
water off and on - mainly off. 
No attempt was made to apolo-
gize or correct the error satis-
<Continucd on Page 9) 
Letters to. the Editor 
Food program needed 
• 
Editor: 
I am writing this letter to bring 
forth a very concrete proposal. 
My proposal is that Howard start 
a free-food project that would 
feed the surrounding Howard 
community. Under this project 
each student at Howard would 
give up to a dollar a week to 
buy the necessary food and re-
sources to finance such a pro-
gram. With a student population 
of over 8,000 (not co~ing ins-
tructors etc,), Howard ~uld col-
lect over $8,000.00 p r week 
toward this program. th this 
money Howard could operate a 
free hot breakfast and possi.bly a 
free hot lunch program. 
It should be very obvious that 
brothers and sisters are starv-
ing as close as two blocks away 
from Howard. Before you talk 
Vanguard 
(Continued from Page 6) 
The District could learn from 
the successful campaign strategy 
of Ameer Barake, (LeRoi Jones) 
which resulted in the election of 
Newark, New Jersey's first Black 
mayor. Like Newark, D.C. should 
hold a Black convention to select 
and HOLD RESPONSIBLE a can-
didate. 
After the commwlity has been 
informed of the candidates' views 
through public debates and the 
Black news media, the convention 
or a Black primary would select 
the candidate of its choice. 
The support of the convention 
would depend upon the candid-
ate's willingness to pledge that 
he would periodically report back 
to the convention to seek its ad-
vice and report on what he's 
been doing as their repre-
sentative. 
about revolution, you must feed 
the people. Black people must 
have the necessities to wage a 
successful struggle against our 
common enemy. This is why 
I am writing to the Hilltop staff. 
Publicity is very necessary to 
get this program off the ground~ 
It is very ir,nportant to have· the 
backing of the HU !top. I hope 
that my proposal will be ser-
ious~ considered. 
It is time to stop the rapping 
and start thumping for the lib-
eration of black people all over 
the world. My home address is 
5254 Chlllum Place N. E. and 
my telephone number is 
529-8733. 
William Davis 
Gwen Ross 
'News Editor 
Nancy Crawford 
Copy Editor 
Reggie McGee 
Layout Editor 
Barbara Womack 
Associate Editor 
' 
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._ HUSA unity needed , 
In the first issue of the HILLTOP, the editorial called for unity-campus unity and Black unity in 
general. Since that time (a mere three weeks) , our student government, the one organization that we 
expected to be in the vanguard of the struggle for unity , has displayed some of the strongest disunity that 
this campus has seen for some time (a few months, maybe) . 
After having held only a few meetings, the Student Association has become one of the most negative 
aspects of the campus due to efforts on the part of some students to make it so. It has been plagued with 
rumors, lies, threats, and just plain bullshit since the beginning of the semester. 
This week's meeting exemplified each of these negative aspects, plus some. The cause, yes, the cau~, of 
the divisiness was the budget freeze. That is not to say that if there had been no freeze there would have 
been no divisiveness. There simply would not have been that divisiveness. And that particular mess was not 
~~. I 
Now that the budget has been " thawed", it is hoped that the people responsible for it and every other 
aspect of HUSA do not leave,,themselves vulnerable for future attacks from persons whose interest, or 
perhaps job, is to see that the etc. Prospect does not succeed. . . 1 
It is also hoped that those who advocated the budget immobilization will realize the importance of the 
Project , and will work actively in it , so that they will know the truth about what goes on within the 
structure. This is for those who were innocently led into believing the lies and exaggerations of others with ' 
stronger purposes. These people, the ones who planned and maneuvered to bring about the HUSA upset, 
will hopefully see that truth usually conquers, especially when that trut~ is Black. • 
Aid Angela Davis 
It's interesting how we "militant" Black students are so active in the struggle. Here we sit perched upon 
the capstone worryin~ .ibout out Homecoming funds and arguing among ourselves about pettiness, while 
another Black face disappears from the, circle of Black leadership . 
Angela Davis' capture has had the sa1ne effect that Featherstone's death , Rap's disappearance, Fred I 
Han1pton's murder. and the countless other violent injustices against Black men and women have had . We 
have stopped , momentarily, .and said : " We have to do something." And what have we done? We have had ·j 
press conferences and told rll'e white folks that we were angry. And occasionally we have collected a few 
dollars or sent some telegrams. That 's all. 
And that's what we 're doing now - issuing statements and the whole bit. In the meantime we'll watch . 
the Temps and wait for Ike and Tina to show up, and stay high in the meantime. 
Since we 're going to have out kicks anyway, regardless of who's in jail or dead , why <ion 't we at least 
make those kicks 1nean something. The most obvious way to do this is by donating all of the. money gained 
from the Ho(llecoming activities to the bail fund for Sister Davis. For that matter , Howard needs to begin a 
fund for any Black people who find themselves jailed. Since our main expertise lies in ha.ving a good time , 
we may as well make that skill worthwhile . / · 
In the meantime , why don' t we check out what's happening on this campus, ~opposed to what's going 
down in the real world . 
' Sp~rts Editor · criticiz.ed 
To the Editor of the HILL TOP: 
I have been following the hap-
penings at Howard University 
fairly close for the past two 
years and while I ·am not a stu-
dent at the university, I feel a 
kinship with it through relatives 
and friends who attend Howard. 
. 
I am also an avid sports fan 
and tmfortunately in order to 
obtain any information on Ho-
ward atheletics , I have to wade 
through the venemous scribblings 
of that chameleon of a sports 
editor, M11lal1d Amold.(For 'those 
who do not know, a chameleon 
ls a lizard who changes colors). 
I noticed that no one uttered 
an); greater praises of the Bi-
son football team after its first 
two victories than Mr. Arnold. 
Yet, no sooner do they lose a 
couple of games than our poison-
ous pen pal comes cr awlingfrom 
his lair. One of the teams, Dela-
ware State, may be one of the 
' 
Peart Stewart 
Editor 
Stan Ferdinznd 
Managing Editor 
Diane Worsley 
Advertisii;tg Manager 
better small college teams in the 
colllltry and their running back, 
Steve Davis is an excellent pro-
spect. 
The amazing thing is that after 
Arnold embarassed the team, the 
school, and the student body with 
his slick slight of hand act in 
. lru:;t Sunday's Washington Post, 
. . 
he is probably st 111 cruising 
around campus talking about 
pride in Black athletes. 
Dear Editor: 
Yours truly, 
Sam Spivens 
In my two years at Howard 
I have wondered why the school 
spirit during football season has 
been so poor. I can now honest-
ly say Millard Arnold deserves 
all the credit for achieving this 
end. I would just like to ask Mr. 
Arnold what he has against Ho-
ward's football team? By this 
I mean why statements like: " the 
girl scouts against Goliath''; "the 
Robert Taylor 
Feature Editor 
MiHardi Arnold 
Sports Editor 
P. Philippe Anglade 
Photography Editor 
0 . Pascual Dasent 
Art Editor 
past two games leaves one to 
wonder how Howard won its first 
two''. If you have that much 
contempt for the football players, 
i the coaches, and the school why 
do you stay here • 
Your articles reveal an evident 
lack of respect for the coaches 
and the players. No one can tell 
me that the players do not want 
to win their games twice as 
much as the student body wa. 
to see them win. Mr. Arnold's 
sarcastic little cracks refiect 
on the school by not only ruin-
ing the school spirit but by lower-
ing the morale of some good 
athletes and I do mean the foot-
ball team. 
Finally, I would like to say 
that I was under the impres-
sion that a sports writer was 
to relay the details of a game 
in print to fans unable to see 
the game, (in other words make 
a person feel as though he can 
picture the action as it hap-
pened) If Arnold would spend 
more time writing up the action 
and statistics of the games in-
stead of practicing his .sarcasms 
he would · be a better writer. 
Dear Edttor, 
Being an student interested 
in the affairs of the great H. U. 
I've been inclined to write to 
you in the hope that this letter 
would reach the student body. 
On a night which is of no 
importance I had the occasion 
to stumble into what I thouglit 
was Howard's answer to Ringling 
Bros. Barnum and Bally. 1 
The following performers wer'e 
presented; Hike Marris as cir-
cus master, Warn Sallact:i, fin-
ancial empressario, and a cast 
of thousands of clowns perform-
ing and boog-a-looing tbelr way 
into · the hearts of the student 
body under the guise of ,"legisla-
tors." 
However, admission was free 
which was surprising in as much 
as they were financially short 
of funds. 
That candidate would have the 
support of all the· people and or-
ganizations who have pledged 
to support the Black community. 
Hopefully, the campaign of elect-
ion could then proceed with a 
minimal amount of Blacks 
ftghting. 
Published weekly, except during holidays and final examination period, by the 
students of Howard University, ·vearly subscriptions, $4.00. Distributed by 
Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity. Telephone 797·2285. 
It the circus really desires ~o 
get out or the red they showd 
charge admission to their next 
star-studded performance. Also 
they would be wise to learn 
some new tricks, because I feel 
the general public ls getting sick 
of their SffiT!I! I 
Teddy Martin 
L.A. Soph. 
-. 
• 
• 
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• 
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October 16, 1970 
• 
We got us a 
Over one year ago, Dr. Cheek 
arrived on campus as our Pres-
ident, and also as a symbol of 
a new era. He came with the 
gates on campus closed and 
guarded by armed men. Since his 
(Dr. Cheek's) arrival here, many 
changes have been effected. Stu-
dents have learned that some-· 
body is listening and acting on 
their demands as much as pos-
sible. Nobody ls grumbling yet; 
at least not loudly. 
Those closed gates of Marcus 
Garvey Avenue by 4th and 6th 
streets are the result of the 
Did you 
By Robert Taylor 
THAT in recently integrated 
schools in Mobile, Alabama a 
brother or sister can be 
suspended from school for wear-
ing an Afro. The school board 
has labeled it an "un-American 
hair style." 
THAT oppression has reached 
such a degree 1n Rhodesia and 
South Africa witll the manufac-
turers of skin-llgt.tening creams 
are doing ~ soaring business 
among the Blacks in these cowi-
tries. And one of the biggest 
sellers ls the American pro-
duced Artra. 
THAT a nation-wide survey 
of autopsies showed that Black 
people in America, for some 
wilmown reason, have consider-
ably more poisonous DDT in 
their bodies than whites. 
THAT of the over 4,200 AM 
radio stations in America only 
eight are owned by Blacks and 
James Brown owns three of these. 
THAT in apparent disregard 
of the serious lack and need of 
technical skills among Black 
people in America, Senator Ed-
ward Brooke of Mass. was the 
driving force behind the United 
i'ltfY us ' ~ 
good massa 
violence that struck Ute campus 
about two years ago. And they 
are still the physical signs of 
a troubled past. But those days 
are gone. 
I think Cheek should open 
them to ,us, if not as a 
physical mark of the new 
era of campus administration, 
as a consideration for the stu-
dents' convenience. Morever the 
Marcus Garvey Avenue is a part 
of the campus planning and should 
not be hindered. The student re-
presentatives should see to this 
too • 
KADARA 
know ... ? 
States decision to establish the 
Brooke School of Aeronautical 
Mechanics in Israet 
THAT of the three women to 
ever appear on the FBI's Most 
Wanted List two were Black wo-
men. 
THAT American businessmen 
had directly and indirectly insti-
tuted so much racism in Cuba 
before Castro took over that the 
former dictator of Cuba, Batista, 
who had Black blood in him was 
not welcomed in certain white 
establishments. 
THAT the Black island na-
tion of Jamaica has only just 
recently established ambas-
sador)al links with an African 
cowitry. 
THAT according to UPI the 
African nation of Tanzania banned 
Soul ·music. The government said 
it was too idealistic, 
THAT the education gap be-
tween ~lack and white in America 
has widened. In 1940 1.6% of the 
Black population had college ed-
ucations compared to 6. 7% for 
whites. Today the percentages 
are 6.4 for Blacks and 17 for 
whites. 
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''Bits and pieces". 
'i:ly Gwln Ross 
•• 
.... a collection of topics and tips 
aimed at making college living a 
pleasant and meaningful experience. 
• 
Red Ta e 
Howard's 12,000 - member 
campus is small by comparison 
with the "Big Ten" universities, 
but it suffers from a malady 
quite common at these institu-
tions - impersonality. It is un-
de'rstandable at the bureaucrat-
ive level, that is, in the Admini-
stration Building, at the Health 
Service, or behind the lunchroom 
counter; but it ls questionable 
at the student -to-student level. 
So bureaucratic ls our campus 
that we've adopted certain stand-
ar1zed greetings for one another-
"What' s Happening?" "What's 
going down?" "What you say 
now." In most cases, no answer 
ls necessary. Granted , tight 
schedules don't permit lengthy 
conversations, but what ever 
happened to that sl~ple phrase-
" How are you?" If you can 
spare a minute, you may really 
find out wh:lt's happening, Your 
genuine interest could be the 
one bright moment in an other-
wise bleak day. 
Bachelor's Kitchenette 
Looking for a break from those 
"a la can" menus or for an 
impressive but simple Friday 
night date-dish,, try our recipe 
for snowy burger bake. This 
hearty, one-pot supper takes less 
than an hour to prepare. 
2 to 3 med. potatoes 
I/• stick butter 
"• cup cream 
lf• lb ground beef 
1 can drained green peas 
1 can (8 oz.) tomato sauce 
1 can (6 oz.) tomato paste 
• 
11. cup cnopped green pepper 
11, cup chopped clery 
11• cup chopped onion 
1/8 lb sharp cheese or 3 cheese slices 
salt 
pepper (to taste) 
gar I ic salt 
Preheat oven to 375 degrees. 
Peel potatoes, bring to a ·bon, 
then mash with butter, milk and 
desired seasonings for creamed 
potatoes. While the potatoes are 
bolling, begin browning meat, 
celery, pepper, and onions in a 
medium sized skillet. When mix-
ture is partially brown, stir in 
tomato paste and sauce. Season 
to taste. In a 2-qt. casserole , 
alternate layers of the ground 
beef mixture with layers ofpeas. 
When filled, ice top with mashed 
potatoes. Sprinkle with grated · 
cheese or lace with tin strips 
of cheese. Bake 25-30 min. 
Serves 4. 
While the casserole is baking, 
toss a garden salad and pop 
some crescent rolls or French 
bread (with garlic if you like) 
into the oven. Pour up your .,. 
favoriet wine--e,g, Manaschevitz 
Concord Creme--or mugs of hot 
coffee. .,. 
P.S. Light a candle for . 
atmosphere. 
An Ounce of Prevention 
Within the last three years, 
television sets have joined the 
college student's list of" musts.'' 
According to a report by the 
National institute of TV Watchers, 
the boob tube claimed more stu-
dents• attention last year than 
did their studies. TV offerings 
this s e as o n make it doubtful 
whether there will be as 
many statistics. Viewers can find 
comfort in the commercials, 
which Senior Don Bradley points 
out, are the going thing. 
The Idiot Box 
Sterile voices 
Bark with 
The Emptiness 
of dead leaves; 
Wet & wild 
The Uncola 
Brings Colombian • 
.. Freeze.dried 
Coffee Beans 
For the 
Pepsi generat ion 
Like echoes 
Trapped In a vacuum, 
E·Z on, 
E·Z o ft 
Ford has a better Idea, 
Silence. 
Lo\'e Pat 
• 
On a campus where fleet1!1g 
romance can be an everyday af-
fair, this thought by poet Cowi-
tee Cullen may be worth re-
membering, 
Give but a grain of the heart's 
rich seed, 
Confine some under cover, 
And when love goes, bid him God· 
speed and 
Find another lover. 
from "Song in Spite of Myself" 
With or without that lover, A 
involve yourself in University >' 
activities and explore some of 
the on and off-campus happl!n-
• ings. 
Broader Vistas 
• attend a Project Awareness 
session, your class meeting, de-
partmental seminars, and EX-
PRESS YOURSELF! 
• volunteer for HUSA's D.C. 
Project, offer your services to 
HUMP, share your talents with 
a neighborhood youngster. 
• have a soul revival at Sun-
day's chapel services, your de-
nominational house, a gospel 
choir session. 
• partake of food far and con:.. 
versation at the Place Where--
a coffee house rwi as . the mood 
has it. -
, 
• 
• 
' 
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The Last Poets 
Jazz war ks hop to be held 
Washington D. C. -- Campus The workshop also· has ample 
Jazz musicians (lookingforp~rt- wall space to display the work 
time work) as well as art ma- of some of the area's promis-
jors (seeking free display space) ing young artists, photographers, 
should get in touch with the and sculptors. All proceeds from 
Jazz/ Blues workshop, upstairs, the sale of any artwork displayed 
Bassin's Corner, 14th Street and will go to the artist. 
Pennsylvania Avenue. The philosophy of the work-
Beginning- October 151 the shop, according to managers Wil-
workship will be a place where liam Goodwill and Ed Bergin 
the Washington D. C. area's up- is to provide a convenlent down~ 
coming jazz/blues artists can town showcase for new talent--
display their talents. Operating both in music and art. 
from an intimate upstairs loft, The workshop ls located t,n the 
the workshop is currently seek- former Atlas Club (a prohibition 
ing new talent for its 9 p,m. after-hours club) over Bi1Ssin's 
to 2 a.m. Wednesday through sidewalk cafe near the National 
Saturday jam sessions. Theater. 
ROBERT JOHNSON 
ICINGOTTHJl:DELTABL\JES 
SINGEl'\S 
i n c ludinll": 1
1'!e.li.e"e 1 ·11 Duac My Bro om m A S read.v R.oJIJn• Man 
Wve lo Vatn 
-·--
• j,. .,.. ' 
• 
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The concept of a movie such 
as " Right On!" is much newer 
than the militant cllche that the 
film is entitled. The Last Poets, 
Kain, David Nelson, and Felipe 
Luciano, and their poetry, com-
bined with moving ,scenes of Black 
ghetto life comprise the picture, 
but far more important than the 
composition is the fact that this 
is a completely new approach to 
film entertainment. 
Stre~s must be placed o't;.hls 
new approach, maJnly because it, 
to an extent, excuses the film 's 
failings. Anything that ls gener-
ally Wltrled must be expected to 
have a few flaws. And "Right 
On!'' has at least a few. 
Having no real story line, the 
film relies on the content of the 
poetry, the poets• delivery, 
and the photography to substan-
tiate itself. 
The poetry is dynamic--full of 
the meaningful fury 1 and Wlusual 
images that have characterized 
the Last Poets ~ tod ay's Black 
prophets. However, when this 
poetry 1 as beautiful as it is 1 ls 
rapped constantly for an hour and 
a half, the fury becomes a har-
angue and the images fade away. 
The viewer may find him -
self seeking escape from the 
threatening noise by devoting all 
of his attention to the scenes. 
Besides, it becomes too difficult 
at times to understand the rapid 
. speech · of the Poets. Although 
the Poets' main base of oper-
ation throughout the film is a 
city rooftop, they occassionally 
are seen at various spots in New 
York- -on the street, at the lib-
' 
By Pearl Stewart 
rary 1 etc. In addition, a few 
guest "actors" make brief ap-
pearances in ac.cordance with the 
poetry. For instance, while the 
poets are doing a" Black woman" 
thing, a beautiful sister is shown 
with a child, Incidentally, 
although uhs is one of the most 
tender scenes in the movie, the 
' angry screams of the Poets 
somewhat disrupts the mellow 
serenity. 
October 16. 1970 
• 
Despite its faults , "Right On, " 
ls a beginning. It is a beginning 
of a new concept in films; and 
more importantly, it is a begin-
ning for Black people to freely 
and honestly express themselves 
on the screen, without the con-
trol and intereference of whites 
who cannot deal with "real" 
Black experiences. 
MHT THE BADDEST, STWAIGHT·UP DUDES AROUND IN ONE TOGETHER MOVIE! 
• 
"RIGHT ON!" i$ where Black and 
Third World art is going. This is a 
new electric drama form. All future 
movies will begin wi th this one!" 
LEROI JONES 
Now PlAyiNG 
The Origin1t LAST POETS 
KAIN I DAVID NELSON I FELIPE LUCIANO 
A '11.ltl IY HEltlERT DANSKA 
A WOODIE KING JR. l'ROOUC r/ON 
A LEACOCK l'ENNEIJAtcERRHEASE • co,o••••"•" 
jit\frli 2819 M STREET.'N.W. W ·~ TEL: 333·2696 
Otis 5IJaI111 
ls1'hP- BJue.s 
I 
' 
• 
• 
What you don't know about the blues could fill eight albums. 
1 These performances, recorded between 
1935 an<l 1936 for the American Record 
C orporation, rank as the most expressive 
and poetic hoJy of w<.irks recorded by a 
blues singer. Many consider these record, 
ings the ult1n1ate f!o'J.·ering of the Mis, 
sissippi Delta Blues. 
4 
2. Leadbelly: M othcrloJe of Amerji.:an 
folk songs, link bet\•1.'cen generations, syn1, 
bol of black tnurnph over repression, night' 
club perfonncr, lady's n1an, convi:::ted kill, 
er, king of t he I ~-string guitar. Tb is al hum 
contains 15 recorJings (ma<le 1n 19~5) that 
ha \'C never hccn re leaseJ. 
3. flukka \\'httc 's rare p,lSSIOll 111 \0 0Cal 
f 
• 
• 
presentation. has been 1natche<l by only a 
fe\v of the great hlues singers. Recordings 
in th is alhum \.Vere n1aJe <luring the years 
1937 and 1940,v..•hich blues hi storians con, 
si<.!er I3ukka \Vhite 'speak years. 
4. Tol<l 1n histt!>ric recorJings by nan1es 
like M ississippi John Hurt , Blind Willie 
M cTell, Pc~ Le)!; Ho\\·cll,Pcet1c \Vheat, 
' ~ 
strav.:, Me1nr•h1s ~ 11nn1e, BlinJ Lemon 
Jefferson, etc. A tota l of 32 rare blues 
se!ections in one specially priced t'J.'0' 
re..:orJ set. 
5,6. The l st ,lnJ 2nd of fiv.:: t \\·o,recorJ 
sets compns1ng Bessie Smith's legacy of 
160exist1nl!recorJ1ng.s. ln her hfeti1nc she 
sold over 10 n1illion recorJs an<l became 
knov.;n as the En1press of the Blues. 
· These rccorJings shovJ \vhy. 
A '"''·1.111~ p1i.:~d l\\t>·1ccortl ,c1. 
7. These recorJings ha~:e been unavail-
ahle for sc,·en years. The do,,·n beat re-
vie\v sa11..l ,"Hopkins' absorbing talent for 
creating anJ hol<ling a mood ,,· ith his 
voice anJ ~u1tar is n1aJc stnkin\!h· c,·j, 
Jent on t h;s a I bun1 ... artistry of th~ rnost 
cornpelling sort." 
8. :\ re,issuc of the harJ ,to,get CanJ1<l 
rccorJings maJc hy Otis Spann in 1961. 
,i-\lso 1ncluJcJ is s1nger/gu1taris.t Robert 
Lock,,·ooJ. Jr. 
Columbia '~ and Barnaby ~Records 
{:£ • 
, 
• 
• 
. . 
. ) 
> 
• 
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(Continued from Page 3) 
:\ debate 
propriate" 
candidate. 
would be "inap-
since he was not an 
For his platform, Moore of-
fered a community action pro-
gram like the one he has been 
involved with as director of the 
Black United Front. 
The milling nooo-tlme crowd 
llstened attentively as the young 
minister recounted the organiza-
Uon 's efforts on behalfofBlacks. 
its denouncement of the United 
GIVERS Fund and subsequent 
formation of the United Black 
Fund. 
its challenge of Radio sta-
tion WMAL that led to the 
station's loss of its permanent 
license. 
its defense of local poverty 
program and exposure of the 
Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity) (OEO) grants to white 
industries. 
its fight against the 8~ hike 
in D.C. Transit bus fares. 
Arrested during the 14th Street 
disturbances last month, Moore 
contrasted his own involvement 
with the absence of "so-called 
Black leaders." 
In a final challenge to his 
.: opponents, Moore urged them to 
• "Come on up to Howard" and let 
. students hear you. Explaining why i · he chose Howard to make his first 
campaign speech, Moore said, 
; .. "I've come here because you have 
'~ ; the balance of power." You have 
•._t the power to elect a strong Black 
. leader to Congress." 
(Continued from Page 6) 
factorily, rather the situation Just 
lingered on. It ts requested that 
all Drew Hall residents receive 
50~ per day for the two week 
period for this negligence. Stu-
dents are paying for services -
then if they do not receive them, 
they should not continue to pay 
for them H 
L.w.,m 
As of yet, the office of GRIPE 
has not received a response! Con-
sequently, we are asking that a 
reply be rendered at once!!! 
How to use GRIPE 
There are two methods that 
can be used in submitting your 
question or grievance: by coming 
to the Alpha· Phi Omega National 
Service Fraternity Office in room 
109 of the Student Center between 
the hours of 12:00 and 1:30 on 
Monday through Wednesday, or 
by coming to the Office of 
Student Life, room 103 of the 
Student Center at your con-
venience to fill out the approp-
riate form. Your grievance will 
be answered with ten (10) days 
in the GRIPE column or by writ-
ten correspondence to you. 
All persons (male anc 
female) who are interested ir: 
varsity and junior varsity rowing 
contact Harold Reddick, Captain 
at 483-0630, or meet with the 
crew team Sunday, October 18, 
1970 at 9:30 a.m. in front of _the 
Men's Gymn 
THE HILLTOP 
' EGRO 
In the ·rear of Campton Audi-
torium they stood, waited for 
their cue, and began as a single 
volce• witb their opening spirit-
ual. "Over my head" began the 
musical . presentation of The 
Negro's Legacy To America 
sponsored by HUMP and per-
formed here last Friday by the 
~egro Oratorio Society. In a 
steady almost solemn procession 
the 35 black-robed members 
glided down the aisles, marched 
onto the stage and there, in 
three rows, they s ang of "the 
heritage and legacy, the skill, 
religion and talents" of Black 
men. 
Rev. John L. Salmon narrated 
the presentation while his wife, 
conducted the two hour per-
formance. To both credit is due 
for their well organized and pro-
fessional ctioir. Beto re the 
, 
• 
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,.EGJ.\CY PERFOR1'1\·ED 
By Regis Lake 
singing began Mrs. ~almon_em­
phasized 1n an interview the fact 
that the sixteen-month old Ora-
torio had a separate goal from 
that of HUMP: its pul'POSe 
• was to provide a scholarship loan 
and grant fUnd, given at any 
level of academic work and avail-
able upon application. For this 
reason she, with her husband, 
had helped to form, direct and 
arrange the group. Their recent 
program was a blending of 
African songs and Afro-Ameri-
can spirituals; of gospel sounds 
and soloists. AccompAAying In-
struments included the blldtas 
(shaker drums) together with an 
African thumb piano. 
Committee members from the 
MoWlt Gilead Baptist Clmrch 
working in cooperation with 
HUMP initiated the joint e1fort 
of bringing The Legacy to l{ow-
ard' s Auditorium, "'During the 
evening Intermission Dr. Jottia 
Pittman, Director ofL HUMP, and 
Miss Marlene Riley, secreta.ry 
and chairman of Fund Raising, 
awarded certlJlcates to com-
mittee members and contributors 
of the Friday night performance. 
All proceeds were for the bene-
fit of tfte Howard University Mis-
sissippi Project. . 
Random comments aooul the 
performance ranged from "be-
autiful •• ", "enjoyed the songs .. " 
to " .. the readings were boring 
but the rest was nice •. " Some 
fiak flew up against the mis-
nomer 'Negro' Oratorio but 
this seems to have little phased 
Rev. Salmon, its originator. To 
him, despite the negroness . that 
was carried and apparent in his 
choir, the Legacy was neverthe-
less one contribution to Black-
ness. 
\ 
. · · Men1ber of Negro Oraterio Society in Cram ton last Friday. 
Cultural Committee Chairman . . Survival motion • 
reveals · plans for program The blues . ... 1: ... 
: t 
•• 
co01e back 
' \~· When first asked to prepare 
; . an article for the Hllltop out-
' lining the prospective Cultural 
fs Committe~ programs, I thought 
._ this would allow me the oppor-
~tunity not only to speak of the 
•:'tuture rut the past. Theproblem, 
: however, w.as where to begin and 
• how to begin and why begin talk-
ing about the past. 
' Was it now necessary to bring 
past programs into some per-
. ·specllve that might justify future 
. programs? Well, check it out, 
let the attempt speak for itself. 
Firs~, where to begin? Tha 
·question brought me to a.'1 art-
icle by Hollie West in The 
Washington Post. I believe it is 
van adequate beginning: 
"People don't speak of Charlie 
Parker (Byrd) much now ... Many 
young .1people have never heard 
of Parker and many of his con-
temporaries have forgotten him. 
It is astonishing how quickly the 
memory of great artists can 
be neglected in the ifury of com-
mercialism ... " 
I told myself, damn, if we can 
forget Byrd, then we can forget 
anybody. Would the memory of 
John Coltrane soon fade into 
puzzling stares? Or the exposed 
genius of Jimi Hendrix be for-
gotten? 
• Would we contil)ue to have to 
pay dues like generations before 
ours? Would our generation's 
Bud Powells fall? Would we be 
given the chance to really enjoy 
an artist whose vitality and creat-
ivity have not been crushed or 
ooly once again discover the 
. giant when he ts gone? 
So, you see, there is a raison 
d'etre for those of you who need 
reason or better rationale, But 
tor those of you who don't need 
a reason for being, solid; for_, 
1f we cannot remember Byrd then 
why remember Aristotle, Soc-
rates and Plato, not to mentiun 
Bach and Beethoven. 
By Norman Reid 
Someone might say the above 
mentioned men are remembered 
not as individuals but because of 
the universal nature of their 
works. These men are immortal 
because their works are pri-
mary, a universal point of de-
parture. But who has made them 
immortal? Men. Western man, 
by remembering them and erect-
ing places called universities 
where years and decades, centur-
ies, milleniums later we remem-
ber these men by studying their 
work. Just as men have remem-
bered Socrates and not allowed 
him to be forgotten, men have for-
gotten Byrd by not studying his 
work or building universities in 
his hhnor or "a statue. of Park-
er on Fifth Avenue in New 
York.'' 
All this leads to what? What 
Parker was a Black man in a 
world not accepting Black gen-
ius. But this is not my concern. 
We have understood that for some 
time. Some persons might beg 
to differ with whether w~ do 
understand and shout out Black-
ness in waves of rhetoric ofvar-
ious political persuasions. I can 
make only two replies to any such 
persons: let the ' music speak for 
itself and secondly, that today's 
Blackness was yesterday's con-
fusion . 
The task became evident to give 
us the opportunity to dig giants 
and maybe you might not allow 
them to be forgotten .... Whether or 
not you can dig them the choice 
·is yours. · 
In the past two years we have 
had Pharoah Sanders, Ornette 
Coleman, Charles Lloyd, McCoy 
Tyner, Miles Davis, Herbie Han-
cock, Cecil Taylor, Archie Shepp, 
Donald Byrd, Sun Ra and His 
Arkestra, just to mention a few. 
Some of the persons we hope 
to make available to you include 
Arkestra, Roland Kirk, Pharoah 
Sanders, · Freddie Hubbard, Elvin 
JAZZ LOVERS .... 1stdririk % price!!! 
during the October 15-23 Opening 
The all-new Jazz/Blues Workshop 
Upstairs, Bassin's Corner, 14th & Pa. 
. Music: Wed-Sat, 9 p.m. - 2 a.m. 
No Cover ... No Minimum 
• 
• 
' Jones, B. B. King and many more. 
I don't mean to mislead anyone 
by making you believe that we 
will have all the people mentioned 
but some from this group will 
appear. Also included in the 
plans are the National Black 
Theater, Eleo Pomari Dance 
Company, Alvin Alley Dance 
Company cµld some very talented 
local personnel such as drummer 
Eric Gravatt, and Nation which 
includes Ron Anderson, Clay 
Goss, Isaac Hargrove and 
WASTSA! 
The Cultural Committee hope-
fully will present an art exhibit 
which is being planned for second 
semester. The Committee is also 
planning to bring in severalinov-
ies during the course of the year. 
ies during the course of the 
year. 
The mainstay, however, will 
still be concerts held free or at 
minimal prices at Cramton Aud-
itorium. Since the programs be-
gan, two years ago, valuable ex-
perience has been gained and, 
hopefully, this experience will 
help mold shows that are sur-
rounded with the excitement and 
energy that enable genius to flow 
for our own personal betterm~nt. 
Arrangements are being made 
so that the shows may start 
later in the evening as a re-
sponse to fav;.table acceptance 
of the late start of the Miles 
Davis - Chamber Brothers con-
cert. The shows will also con-
tain light shows. 
The possible minimal cost will 
go to cover special attractions 
where their price may be out of 
our price range. This will in-
clude Alice Coltrane and B. B. 
King only. • 
PART TIME 
11/.USIG LOVERS 
3 · 4 openings, ~njoy people. 
mus;c? $2.59 an hour · $5.35 an 
l'tour salary. Over age 19, then 
you can qualify for position 
demonstrating stereo equipment : 
in 5 shopping centers throughout 
metro ;•rea . 
Call Mrs. Power 10 am to 6 pm 
836-6952 
By Isaac Hargrove . 
The word is 'out that at long We shoulddiagnosetheBluessyn-
last w~ "culturally eeonomlcally drome as 'it has affected us; that 
depraved Black people'' are going ts; a diagnosis for subsequent 
to sponsor our own Blues fest- psychoanalyzing ourselves out of 
ival. The Blues revival has here- the Blues . And in recovery we 
tofore been a largely white spon- should refine and hone the hurt, 
sored and oriented phenomenon. the anger, the passionate desire 
This Blues revival ls something for vengence and liberation 
that the white,s well" deserve. It underlylx;ig the Blues (the real 
would be most fitting and proper Blues, here to be distinguished 
that the racially exclusive enter- from the more superficial, ex-, 
prise continue and prosper trinslc an(j commercial white 
across town. versions) into an efficient and 
It is neither a meaninfgul nor effective weapon to be coupled 
a really s ignl.ricant endeavor for ~o an equally thoroughly prepared 
Black people to sponsor a Blues . program, so as to gain that 
festival. The tenor of the whole 'thing' we seek. 
Blues revival fad is expressed The 111 state (\f the Blues 
' in white youths' attitude; some- among Black people as indicated 
thing near llke, "wow you guys in this article is a manisfes-
look what I've 'discovered.' " talion of the vigorous and per-
Paul Oliver, an English white sistant will to survive of the 
boy, In his book The Story of Black people. We've sung the 
the Blues actually gloats over Blues, and the Blues are dead. 
the proported 'discovery' and re- We've danced the swing, the mash 
storation of the blues to their potatoes, the uncle willy, the 
'just status' by white youth. Old twist, the hu!ligully, the drop, 
Blues singers with their broken the dog, the pony, the bougaloo; 
voices, their broken guitars and and as we grow away· from them, 
their long since broken spirits leavlr.g empty shells of ideas and 
were 'discovered' and like motions, they fester and die. Oc-
: formerly neglected court jesters casionaly thereafter, some 
.,they were paraded smilingly be- scavenger - being "dis..: overs" 
fore benevolent hip and liberal them. But we keep on movin' , 
(translated - profitable) white ~ullurally and spiritually stron-
college students. They v:ere dis- . ger and several generations a-
covered!! The brief term oftheir head ~ the scavenger beast and 
discovery passed quickly and · non-survival. 
predictably. Some few didllnger. We sang the gospel and the 
: Nevertheless, most were no spiritual songs, appealing to the 
· longer of commercial value. They racist . whipbearer's god to de-
were abruptly and predictably liver u5. We sang the blues, 
discarded; BUT not before they trying to escape into some 11-
were well reeorded, and had div- luslve !nner sanctuary, There 
ulged to eager, vulturous pale- has been no delivery from our 
pinkears, all the intracasies and wretchedness from above, nor 
elements of their various styles have there been 9.DY enchanted 
and techniques. And lo and be- doors openirig into peace and 
hold ... the beatle bugs,· the rolllng safety. 
rocks, the elvises, the iron So now we sing"I'll git it my-
ut n t hit th self," "it's time," "To be young, b t•r- ys, he s ' 'a'goes, . e 
rhin'o'racists, ... sprang into ex- gifted and Black is where it's 
istance, and thereby a New cul- at," " regain our strengt~, re-
ture "our music"(!!) Woodstock. claim our power," "Unffy us, 
The blues a re dying, if not al- don't divide us;" and .we sheuld 
ready dead, And the •youth' soon be dancing 'the Uberati<;>n.' 
culture,- !'!uroamer1ca•s chUo ana 
heir apparent is fatally afflicted 
with the blues. • 
Black people should know the 
blues, as w~ should know thoro-
ughly all the malic ious and in-
stitutionalized degradation, ~­
honor and hurt inflicted upon our 
mother continent and her one 
child, our family ofBlackpeople . 
"iJ.no J.I ">i 03HO 
•6p13 P3 sA~cJ s ,ua1111 j O IUOJj UI 
• 
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PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF MEETING 
' TODAY AT 6 : 30 PM . Elt!lt!l 
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What is your opinion of the Hilltop? 
• 
OU'f 
Pam Henderson , Sophomore 
L.A. 
• 
October 16, 1970 
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• 
Frank Harris_, sophomore L.A. 
As a band member, I was very 
impressed with the way they 
handled the band's plea for help . 
Photo by !tfarie 
l 
• 
I 
? 
-Linda McNease, s9phomore Nursing 
r 
.. 
It's nice. I like it because they 
come out and say what they got 
to say . They don' t hold back. 
Photo by Marie 
Barry Campbell, ~nior E&A : 
" I ts controversial. At times, it 
doesn 't always present both 
sides of every issue ; but I think 
it 's good because it ptomotes 
conversation on most topics." 
Anglade Photo: 
Sh a ron Strickland , freshman 
LA : " I t s a good college 
newspaper . The article!. are 
relevant and cover CH~ryth ing 
from dorm and canlpus life to 
the city and the nation. That 
'makes for interesting reading." 
Anglaclc• f'hor11 
I 
R onild Willian1s, sophon1ore L.A. 
I think the· Hill top is finall)' 
~t>inning to give p~ople the 
t 
e to do and say what they 
_s opposed to Y<'~ter) 1 ·1r 
· ',cy had j ust strictly ne\\) 
• hings hapfH.'n1ng on 
.ind things happ..-n i1ig in 
.,, 1e d i ate llo\\ard 
Phorn I , \fan 
• 
' 
~  -
Sonja Garris, fresh man F.A. 
Frank Richardson, sophomore L.A. 
l think it's a good newspaper 
because it displays the lscene of 
what's happening on ~oward's 
It's just another school paper. 
They all look the same . Photo by Marie 
• 
campus. Photo by Marie 
Rob e rt .. Fla!>h" Alexander : 
Sophoniorc LA . "I think the 
new-;paper i ~ i.harp : but l wish 
Pearl Stewart ,.,oul<l continue to 
write her column or at least 
!'01ne editoriah Am{ladc Photo 
• 
!.·i 1v<'.1n Adger " hllllh l: L 
, 
t hin~ it's pret t~ ji\'l'. Pc irl 
,t(:warl wctn'> like ht' ·, a!'..1in't 
~'er) dung. Ever~ tint<-' I n ·:id h 
.rtide. ii set:1ns I kt I 
'· r <len1nin2 ~ot>1ethir1g. I 
• 
• 
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Delaware State. hands Bison second straight loss 
By J im Cope 
Leonard Hudson, Delaware 
State's ace flanker, ran for a 
7-yard touchdown early in the 
second quarter, and the Bisons 
would have done well by return-
ing to their locker room right 
then and finishing up some of 
their homework. 
Why, you ask, should Howard's 
football team have r eturned to 
the locker room? (1) they didn't 
do anything. (2) nobody in the 
stands was going to turn them 
on. (3) they wouldn't have been 
missed on the field, anyway, 
Unfortunately, Howard decided 
to waste its time and stay for 
the rest of their 20-0 defeat 
in a Central Intercollegiate 
Athletic Association mismatch 
before 6,000 sadists in Howard 
Stadium last Saturday. 
It 1s only fair to note though, 
that Howard's defensive unit can't 
be expected to turn in super-
human performances every week 
against the tough CIAA competi-
tion. Besides, who, a month ago, 
expected the Bisons to have any 
victories at all at this point 
in the season. 
Not too much can be said for 
the Bisons offense, though. The 
cheerleaders caught more passes 
then the Bisons receivers, and the 
offensive unit was even outgained 
by Howard's s uperb marching 
band, which performed during 
halftime. 
The "offensives" suffered 
their second straight shutout and 
were held to a miserable 49 
yards total offense. 
Hudson, a former Eastern High 
School star, was the standout 
among the large aggregation of 
D. C. high school talent on the 
Delaware squad. The senior 
caught a 9-yard pass in another 
scoring drive in addition to his 
touchdown run. Resex:ve running 
back Robert Screen, an All-
Metroplitan halfback for Coolidge 
last year, and a freshman starter 
at tight end, Roosevelt's Vaughn 
Cauthan, are among the other 
local prodigies playing for the 
Hornets. 
· Another player who lived up 
to his advance notices was half-
back Steve Davis . Davis, a 6-
foot-2, 200-pound senior from 
Clifton Forge, Va., maintained 
his status as the CIAA's lead-
ing ground gainer with a 152-
yard performance against the 
Bisons. His 1-yard plunge in the 
second quarter gave him eight 
touchdowns in four games. 
End Sam Waters caught a 20-
yard p~s from quarterback 
(((( 
TllRll 011 to 
Slll IJlllllSI & 
/IN,SICAl 1/TllESS 
Ill• I•• w1 
•Self Defe••e 
• Self Co•flde•ce 
• Pllyslcal fltftess 
• Weight Co•trol 
ANYONE CAN lEARN 
10~ IJISCOllllT 
. to 1t11tl••t1 of 
Ronnie Lyons ror Delaware's 
tlnal tally, but the margin of 
victory was by no means in-
dicated by the final score. 
The victory hikes the Hornets 
record to 3-1, and wllh their 
three league wins they maintain 
their share of first place in the 
ClAA's Northern Division. Dela-
ware's only loss was two weeks 
ago to Montclair State, 10-7, the 
nation's second-ranked small 
college team. The Hornets host 
St. Paul's College tomorrow. 
Howard hopes to overcome its 
rash of injuries and revert to 
winning form at West Virginia 
State tomorrow. Key players 
Shirrell Ogden, middle guard, 
and defensive end Bobby King 
were reinjured in last week's 
game, and the Blsons' leading 
rusher, Warren Craddock, who 
didn't suit up for the game, is 
also a doubtful starter this week-
end. 
Things can hardly be as dis-
mal !or the Bisons tomorrow 
as they were last week. After 
Waters' touchdown, Howard's 
only hope against the awesome 
Hornets wastosummonhelpfrom 
"the Great Scorekeeper in the 
Sky," but He was busy watching 
the World Series game on TV. 
STATISTICS 
Howard Del. State 
4 First downs 
- 63 Rushing yardage 
14 Passing yardage 
86 Return yardage 
4-20-2 Passes 
10-30 Punts 
1 Fumbles lost 
33 Yards penalized 
16 
165 
129 
122 
12-19-2 
2-20.5 
4 
113 
Delaware State O 13 7 O - 20 
Hpward ·o o o o - o 
Delaware Hudson (7, run); 
Boney kick. 
Delaware --- Davis (1 , run); 
kick failed. 
Delaware --- Waters (20, pass 
from Lyons); Boney kick. 
• 
11111 ~·•,111 
With Un·t, 
' or,,, & Kit! 
Six S::hool1 in 
Me tropol ita n Area 
JHOON RHEE 
INSTITUTE OF 
TAE KWON-DO, INC. 
l ST~~E~ON.W. 296-8331 
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;Cheerleading-the art of v isual 
. . 
• • I 
: 
" ... and before you abuse. critici:e. 
.:incl accuse·l\'alk a mile in 111y shoi•s." 
That thought has probably en-
tered the minds of Howard's 
cheerleaders throughout their 
years on the squad, 
Three members of the cheer-
ing squad, reflected on their ex-
periences in a ]ob that some-
times bas little glory. 
Bette. Powell, a second year 
varsity member, detlned the 
term transendental cheerleading 
as "the spiritual and moral dy-
namics of cheering in the true 
spirit.'' 
"Cheerleaders act as media-
tors between the fans and the 
team. At times you feel as if 
you're there for nothing. The 
crowd just won't respond." 
Bette would like to think posi-
tive about the new proposals 
for Homecoming, however, she 
VAN 
• 
• • 
By Lena Williams 
hestitates to be too affirmative. 
The captain of the squad, 
Brencta Jenkins, fias been a vars-
ity cheerleader for 3 1/ 2 years. 
"I've always tried to support 
the team in every way- even when 
the spectators don't." 
According to Miss Jenkins 
there is a greater understand-
ing between the Soul Squad and 
the cheering squad this year. 
She hopes to continue the high 
standard of leadership set by 
last year's cheering squad, 
"My major aim is to have 
the band work more with the 
two organizations. Everyone 
must work together as one force 
to stimulate the crowd and team." 
Denyce Normant, co-captain 
and second year varsity, is dis-
turbed by the lack of student 
and university support. 
"The cheerleader must con-
tinue to cheer despite the score, 
Often when we turn to the crowd, 
there is no participation." 
~ Miss Normant refers to the 
Bison's cheerleadPrs as orphan 
children. As of yet no one wants 
the responsibility of sponsoring 
the squad or paying for expenses. 
11 Trips are paid through HUSA 
support and the cheerleaders' 
budget. Gas, \Overnight ac-
comodations, and drivers must 
be paid through the budget.'' 
As for Homecoming, Denyce 
is rather hopeful. She is en-
thusiastic about the athletes be.: 
ing key factors in the event. 
"They've been neglected long 
enough, " Denyce said, 
There's a lot more to cheer-
ing than meets the eye~ It's 
victorious but. mostly defeating. 
One might refer to it as "Blood, 
Sweat, and Tears." , 
Beware the Body 
Shirt Snatcher! 
You're fair game when you wear 
a Van Heusen Body Shirt. 
Man, you'l-1 just have to d.efend your prop· 
erty rights! 'Cause the new Van Heusen 
·Body Shirt is the best fitting "property'' 
in your wardrobe! Enjoy. it all for yourself, 
in bolder stripes and solids, with the new· 
est long point collar and 2-button cuffs. 
PRIZES! Two big ones' Two round· trip 
flights via SAS SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES 
to Copenhagen and Majorca for a swing 
1ng, expense·pa1d CLUB 33 vacation' Plus 
a box of Van Heusen Body Shirts for each 
of 25 runner·up entnes Easy to enter: iust 
create your own slogans for our Body Shirt 
ad. Send entries to College Contest. YAN 
HEUSEN. 417 Fifth Avenue. New York, New 
York 10016. Contest void where prohibited 
by law. 
H EUSEN®417· 
Body Shirt 
. ' 
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There are sounds of grumbl-
ing coming from various parts 
ot the campus. It seem as 1! 
This wee k i n spo rts • 
• 
sports fans, (a new animal on 
the Wliversity scene) are upset 
about the kind o! coverage the 
football team has been receiving 
in the papers. 
Somehow, they've been mis-
guided. They've been informed 
that life ls all milk and honey; 
that when Howard loses, the good 
ole sportswriter will overlook 
the(""horrendous fact. that they 
stun\c out the joint and write 
about how nice they looked in 
their pretty white helmets with 
the blue bisons on the sides. 
They're confused, but that's to 
be Wlderstood. In their befuddled 
state, they think sportswriting 
ts sports publicity. Unfortunate-
ly, it is not, and anyone who 
thinks that way is dead wrong. 
Sportswriting is a rough 
racket. The man in the press 
box can't even begin to please 
everyone, and he's wrong to even 
try. The sportswriter, or tor 
The sporting wo~ld in review 
Com piled by Shlrrell Ogden 
OAKLAND, Oct. 7--Eldridge 
Dickey, a graduate of Term es see 
State, has decided to play foot-
ball for the Oakland Raiders after 
a week of prayer and fasting. 
Dickey, on the taxi squad, left 
Oakland two weeks ago with Coach 
John Madden's permission to 
visit his sick son. He returned 
when it was found out his son's 
illness wasn't serious. Dickey 
then left the squad again. 
Dickey said that after contem-
plating his situation, and under-
going a sbc day fast, he decided 
to return to the grid wars. 
ATLANTA Oct 1- -The pro-, . 
rooters of the Muhammad A11-
Jerry Quarry fight in Atlanta 
on Oct. 26, have done some-
thing nice for former heavyweight· 
champ Joe (The Brown Bomber) 
Louis . They will give Louis the 
proceeds from the closed-dircuit 
T. v . showing of the fight in ilie 
Denver area. 
BERKLEY, Call!., Oct 5 --
Arthur Ashe, Black ·tennis whiz 
from Richmond, Va., defeated 
• top seeded Cliff Richey of San 
Angelo Texas to win first prize 
in the $35,000 Pacific Coast In-
ternational Tennis open. 
DENYER, Oct 8 -- Spencer 
Haywood of the ABA Denver 
Rockets may return to action next 
week 1f a broken finger responds 
to treatment. Haywood the ABA's 
l\.1ost valuable Player in 1969, 
suffered the injury as he drove 
for a basket in the second quar-
ter of a game against the 
Indiana Pacers. 
WASHINGTON, Oct 10 -- ln 
a surprise trade, the Washing-
ton Senators acquired Denny Mc-
Clain from the Detroit Tigers. 
In return for McClain, the Sena-
tors gave up Eddie Brinkman, 
Aurelio Rodriquez, and pitchers 
Joe Colem-an and Jim Hannan. 
All were starters for the Sena-
tors. Along with McClain the 
Senators acquired three other 
Detroit players, none were 
regulars. 
Commentary ---- --
Howard's spooks top 
Virginia Union 26-29 
By Phil Anglade 
" ... tile rarl'st oj American Negro 
(] t It I et es. a distance ru11ner-f ew 
Negros 111 tlte United Sta tes hal'e had 
any taste for duplicating in a distance 
rn11 rhe exact kind of pain and 
endurance they face in their daily 
lil'es. (nm) methodically. impassively. 
rile intensity (l~e) hid so well flashing 
1>nly at the finish of a race, wfle11 
head boc/.. reeth bared, sprint rhe lasr 
three o r four hundred 
yards-punishing {his) black body 
regardless of how far {he) might be in 
front or how hopeless flus) pursuit of 
o lc•ad111x vppo11e111 ... ., 
"the spook who sat by 1he door". 
PK· 9'i 
Howard's cross country team 
reported it's first victory over 
Virginia Union on last Thurs-
day, beating the Panthers 26-
29. ' The Bison bus, loaded to cap-
acity, left the campus behind sch-
edule at 12:30 and headed south 
toward Richmond on inter-
state 95. · 
Behind the wheel was Mr. Val-
entine who sai'ely drove 10 run-
ners and the coach to Va. Union 
and uack to Howard. When we 
reached Va. Union two hours 
later, the visitor's locker room 
looked more like a stable, but 
since we were there to run and 
not to express critical comments 
toward our guests, changing in-
to the sweats went smoothly. 
Afterward, we proceeded to 
familiarize ourselves with the 
4.4 miles course which unwinded 
itself around and through the 
campus rather confusingly. 
At about four, coach William 
Johnson, nicknamed " Chief" by 
the team memqers, in his pep 
talk was quoted to say, "Listen, 
fellows, I didn't come all the 
way out here to lose ... " We all 
got the message and a few minutes 
later, after a picture session and 
a false start, the race was fin-
ally under way. 
Virginia Union iead from 
beginning to end but Howard man-
aged to g.radually move up and 
have rurmers in posJtion 2,3,5, 
7,9 at the finish. 
Although the weather was clear 
and warm, with very littlewind, 
one might have considered the 
afternoon a bit too hot to be run-
ning on concrete sidewa'lks and 
rocky parking lots. 
The winner from Virginia 
Union was clocked at 23:37 sec-
onds, a half a step ahead of Mike 
Nixon whose time was 23 min-
utes 37.5 seconds. 
We ate at the student care-
teria and got a rather quick 
glance at the sisters from Vir-
ginia Union. Before we knew 
it, it was six o'clock and time 
to head back to Howard's cam-
pus. 
Final standings: 
Howard Va, Union 
2 - Nixon 1 
3 - Cannady 4 
5 - McLean 6 
7 - Anglade 8 
9 - Hamilton ~ 
26 * 29 
*l owest score wins. 
' 
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that matter, any wr iter, must 
not only tell the story, but otter 
for those unable to see the event, 
an insight into how and why it 
happened. 
No one likes to lose. It they 
did, it wouldn't pay to have com-
petition. None of the HILL TOP 
sportswriters enjoys watching 
0 Howard get beat. We have a 
very close r elationship with the 
players by the very nature of 
covering the sport. Still, their 
job is to play, and ours ls to 
write, no matter how pain!ul it 
may be to us. 
If they play a bad game, we 
have to reflect that in our writ-
ing. It is not our job to make 
them look good when they them-
selves couldn't do it. 
Numbers of fans have com- , 
plained that adverse articles 
could become detrimental to the 
players' morale. We sym9athlze 
PRESIDEl\'.T J ames Check 
stands on the si<lclinc and 
watches his first football gan1c at 
Howard, unf on una tel) a .:!0-0 
lost ~ Delaware State. 
A 11glaJc Phoro 
with them, but 1! there ~ a 
morale problem, coaches are 
paid to alleviate them, not sports-
writers. 
We have no obligations as re-
porters not to tell a story the 
way we see it just because it 
could possibly lead to dissen-
tion. 
Another · area has come under 
attack. Both the sports editor 
and the assistant spo7fs editor 
are reporters for the two ma-
jor pap e r s in w ashington. It 
seems as 1f people on the cam-
pus feel that because of this, 
they should compromise their 
standards of journalism simply 
because they attend Howard. 
As a matter of record, Howard 
ts getting more than twice the 
publicity and twice the space, 
in both the POST and ST AR, 
then ever before, Both editors ; 
feel good to be somewhat re-
sponsible for the change in at-
titude and coverage provided Ho-
ward. 
However neither is going to 
sacrifice his own professional 
judgement about a story just to 
keep Howard warm and cuddled, 
What either of them write as 
reporters for the POST and 
ST AR, they dq independently ot 
Howard University. This is the 
way it should be, and this is the 
way it is going to be. 
Everyone has an interest to 
protect or promote, so it's not 
surprising then, that both edi-
tors have been pulled aside and 
"cautioned" on what they write, 
and advised to "keep Howard in 
mind." 
writing is not fun, Most writers 
don't have a lot of friends, but 
criticism only points out one 
thing- - -he is being read, and 
for a writer, that's all that counts. 
SCOREBOARD 
area 
I DELAWARE STATE 20 HOWARDO 
No Carolina A&T 21 
Fayetteveille St 20 
Morgan St 55 
Livingston 27 
Va. State 21 
other games 
Norfolk State College 18 
St. Paul 's College 8 
M:iryland Eastern-Shore O 
Winston-Salem ~ 
Va. Union 40 
Morehouse College 51 
No. Carolina Central 7 
Elizabeth City 28 
Hampton Institute 13 
• 
TOMORROW 
Howard at West Virginia 
:'.llorfolk State at Hampton 
Va. Union at l\Iorgan State 
st. P au l's at Delaware State 
(Homecoming) 
~o Carolina A&T at Maryland 
Eastern-Shore 
No Carolina Central at Winston-
S~em • 
J. C. Smith at Livingston 
Elizabeth City at Shaw Univers-
ity 
.. 
With this ad Sunday throuqh Thursday 
E 
E 
E 
E 
t 
(APPLIES TO ALL MAIN COURSE ITEMS) 
Can $1.00 orr entice the students and 
raculty ·to try the best steak dinners 
In Washington, Virginia or Maryland? 
ALL THE BEER YOUrCAN DRINK* 
PLUS 
ALL THE SALAD YOU CAN MAKE 
PLUS 
A 12 oz. Boneless N .Y. Sirloin ~tea:k 
YOU 
PAY 
ONLY 
s 
I 
WITH 
THIS 
AD 
AND THAT'S NOT All: Roaat Prime Riha; T-Bone Steak; filet Mi9non; Lobater 
Taila; Steak and Lobater Taila; Beef Brochette. 
EMERSONS, Ltd. 
unl i mited steak 
• I dinners 
Open for Dinner 4:30 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.: Sun. from 2:30 p.m. 
• EMERSONS at Georgia and Eastern Avenues 726-7300 
• EMERSONS at Bethesda. Md. . . ... --·- .... • 530-5300 
(Wildwood Shopplnq Center-Old Geor9etown Rd. and Democracy Bl'~d.) 
• EMERSONSat 1511 K St., N.W. (next to the Statle r Hilton) 659-8170 
Free Dinner Parkl.n9- Take Eleva tor to Reataurant 
; EMERSONS at Fairfax, Va. (10900 Lee Highway) 591-7780 
• " STEAKLINE" b rinqs EMERSONS to y ou 296-4190 
WHAT 00 YOU WEAR? ANYTHING! 
GREAT ATMOSPHERE . 
A FULL SELECTION OF STRONGER SPIRITS AVAILABLE 
* In Virgin ia Price Includes First Pitctier © General Restaurants, Inc. 
E 
E 
E 
E 
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